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Talking with 'Mr. Nuge'
From the Army to corporate law,
Kenyon's meets Tom Scherer
Features, p. 7
THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 2004
25 times a champion
Lords ' swim team wins national title
BY JON PRATT
Staff Reporter
ST. PETERS, Mo.-M- any
Kenyon students basked in the
sun during one of their last days
of spring break on Saturday,
March 20. Athletes from the Ke-
nyon Men's Swim team, however,
streamed sweat as they strived to
earn their 25th consecutive Divi-
sion III national championship.
The Lords earned a total of 678.5
Springtime Song
"J
The Owl Creeks perform at the Owl Creek Revue. Each of Kenyon's
concert, which was held in the Horn Gallery on Friday.
hadn't been decided at that point,
the Lords were less than an arm's
length away from grasping their
25th title, as they led the second
place team by 192.5 points.
At the banquet, Nate Llerandi
'90 was one of several Kenyon
swimming alumni to step up to
the podium.
"For as long as we live," said
Llerandi, "we can say that we ac-
complished something no other
see SWIMMING, page 16
Kevin Guckes
a capella groups sang at the
with students."
According to a press release
taken from the Kenyon Web site,
Charles Perry, Professor of His-
tory and chairman of the search
committee at the University
of the South, said of Swanee's
hiring of Kipp, "Rita Kipp is an
accomplished teacher-schola- r. ...
A national leader in her discipline
of anthropology and the interdis-
ciplinary field of Asian studies,
she will bring energy, experience
and vision to the dean's position.
I am very pleased that the search
concluded so successfully."
As for Kenyon's search for a
new as associate provost, Provost
Gregory Spaid said "current Ken-
yon professors will be considered
for the position. There will be
a new appointment announced
before the close of this academic
year."
"It'll be a great loss to Ke-se- e
KIPP, page two
Associate Provost Kipp to leave Kenyon
BY JAY H ELMER
Managing Editor
After 28 Gambier winters,
Associate Provost Rita Kipp is
moving south to the University
of the South at Swanee. Kipp,
the Robert Oden Jr. Professor of
Anthropology, has accepted the
position of Dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences at Swanee.
"I have enjoyed the work I
have done this year." Kipp says of
her job as associate provost. Kipp
has been a member of the Kenyon
faculty since 1976. She served as
chair of the faculty before taking
her current position of associate
provost two years ago.
"I felt it was time for the next
step," Kipp said, describing her
interest in moving into a more
administrative role.
In moving to Swanee, Kipp
enters a school similar to the
one she is leaving. Swanee, like
Lady swimmers take title
Women victorious again,
winning a 20th championship
Sports, p. 16
Kenyon Collegian
points by the end of the three-da- y
meet, hosted at the Rec Plex in St.
Peters, Mo. Emory was the runner
up with 446 points and Carnegie
Mellon earned third place with 307
points.
On the evening of March 19,
more than 200 Kenyon swimming
alumni and supporters filled the
banquet facility in a downtown ho-
tel to support and honor Kenyon's
legendary "Drive for 25." Even
though the winner of the meet
'
f '
Kenyon, is a small liberal arts
school with a student body of ap-
proximately 1,360 students and
a strong Episopal background.
However, as Kipp points out,
whereas Kenyon has become
more secular, the church's influ-
ence is still present at Swanee.
It was Swanee's similarity to
Kenyon that attracted Kipp to the
position. "I thought it would be a
good fit," she said. '
Although Kipp's new role
at Swanee will be primarily ad-
ministrative, she will be asked to
teach one class.
"It can be on whatever sub-
ject matter we want," she said.
Although the provosts at
Kenyon are not prohibited from
teaching Kipp pointed out
that Associate Provost Sarah
Murnen taught one class last se-
mesterthey are not required to
teach. Kipp says her new role as






including one Village Council
member, have recently filed ap-
peals regarding a Zoning Com-
mission decision that approved a
change in the type of glass to be
used in Kenyon's new athletic fa-
cility, the Fitness, Recreation and
Athletic center (FRA).
Councilwoman Audra Rans-bur- g
appealed on the grounds that
several of the Zoning Commission
members are also Kenyon employ-
ees and therefore had a conflict of
interest and should not have been
allowed to vote on the matter. Mi-




"The tuition increase for next
year will be 5.9," said President
Georgia Nugent during her inter-
view with the Collegian this week.
In addition to announcing this tu-
ition increase, she also discussed
the semantics of budgeting at a
small liberal arts college and in
higher education in general.
Nugent explained that College
officials "believe that the tuition
increase is going to be very com-
parable to what occurs across the
country. We know that last year the
average was 6, and from what
we're seeing thus far, that looks
like about the typical increase."
Nugent said, "tuition rises are
higher than inflation rises, and that
has been true for decades across all
of higher education."
She went on to explain why
these disproportionate increases
occur, saying, "It's a very tricky
issue to understand. One of the as-
pects of that is that whereas other
types of industries ... sometimes
see productivity increases which
maintain costs or lower costs, that
doesn't happen in higher educa-
tion. It remains a hand-crafte- d,
one-on-o- ne activity. ... It remains
just as expensive, and in fact more
It- -. 4
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he says adjacent property owners
were not given ample notice about
the hearing to discuss the change
in the glass.
Kenyon decided recently to
use regular low E-saf- ety glass
instead of E-saf- ety glass with
a baked-o- n ceramic dust called
frit. This is because frit would
likely create a mirror-lik- e effect
on the outside of the building and
a glare on the interior during the
daytime.
Ransburg says she is less
concerned with the actual deci-
sions that were made regarding the
glass in the FRA than with what
she sees as a general ethical vio-
lation on the part of the Gambier
see ZONING, page two
expensive to educate students from
year to year."
Further explaining why higher
education is so expensive, Nugent
said, "For one thing, parents and
students want to see greater and
greater services. Good example
there: Student Council presented
me with a letter earlier this year
urging Kenyon to add another
counselor. We did, so that's an
increase in salary. We have added
some positions in admissions.
"We have seen an 85 in-
crease in applications to Kenyon
over the past four years," Nugent
continued, "so you obviously need
more staff members to deal with
that. We have made some tiny
additions in typical fractions of
old salaries in the faculty. ... We
created a new Web page last year,
which is very successful and tries
to be a lot more up to date, lots of
information for applicants and so
forth. We sort of did that out of our
back pocket, so another addition to
staff this year was a webmaster to
work on that.
"A part of what happens
is that although the volume of
students hasn't increased at Ken-
yon," she continued, "what does
happen is that more and more
services are desirable, and that
see BUDGET, page five
Tonight: Rain. High:
"
43F, low: Saturday: Mostly cloudy. High:
34F. 52F, low: 34F.
Friday: AM showers. High: Sunday: Showers. High: 44F,
47F, low: 36F. low: 27F.
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Zoning:
CONTINUED from page one
Zoning Commission. All Zoning
Commission members who are
Kenyon employees voted on the
matter, and Ransburg says they
should not have done so. She
says she thinks the relationship
between the Zoning Commission
and the College is "too incestu-
ous."
President of the Philander
Chase Corporation Doug Givens
disagreed, saying, "I don't think
Kenyon people should be dis-
enfranchised from participating
in local government simply be-
cause they're Kenyon employees.
That wouldn't be a conflict in my
mind."
However, Ransburg said,
she is "not wild about Kenyon's
stronghold on Village govern-
ment. ... I want to make a state-
ment and make us as a Village
March 3 - March 30, 2004
Mar. 3, 9:13 a.m. - Fire ex-
tinguisher discharged in Gund
Hall.
Mar. 5, 3:25 a.m. - Attempted
break-i- n of vehicle at Gund
Commons parking lot.
Mar. 5, 7:40 p.m. - Fire alarm
at Farr Halldetector activated at
Gambier Grill due to oven being
cleaned.
Mar. 5, 10:49 p.m. - Room door
blocked by furniture at Caples
Residence.
Mar. 5, 11:30 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol outside
Lewis Hall.
Mar. 6, 3:31 p.m. - Weapon
confiscated from room at Old
Kenyon.
Mar. 8, 6:45 a.m. - Weapon
found at Bexley Hall, being used
for art project.
Mar. 8, 10:00 p.m. -- Theft of sign
from Gambier Grill.
Mar. 9, 2:15 p.m. - Report of
non- - students unraveling fire
hose at Farr Hall.
Mar. 12, 11:15 a.m. - Report of
natural gas odor near Old Bank
Building. Was determined to be
diesel fuel from gas station.
Mar. 19, 9:34 a.m. - Fire alarm
at Farr Hall, pull station pulled
by child.
Mar. 23, 2:01 a.m. - Report of
several students walking on State
Route 36. Possible fraternity
violation.
Mar, 24, 8:15 p.m. - Non-studen- ts
on campus in possession
of paint ball guns.
Mar. 24, 8:47 p.m. - Medical
call at Gund Commons regard- -
Conflict of interest
aware that we can't continue to
conduct business this way."
Ransburg said Kenyon is "a
huge part of the Village and is the
largest employer" and that it is
appropriate that the College have
representation on the Zoning Com-
mission. However, she said College
employees and administrators may
not always vote in the best interest
of the Village. In cases involving
College building permits, she said
College employees should not
vote.
Ransburg cited the Ohio
Revised Code, which reads, "No
public official or employee shall
use or authorize the use of the
authority or influence or employ-
ment to secure anything of value
or the promise or offer of anything
of value that is of such a character
as to manifest a substantial and
improper influence upon the public
ing ill student. Student taken back
to dormitory.
Mar. 27, 1:04 a.m. - Medical call
regarding illintoxicated underage
student at Lewis Hall.
Mar. 27, 2:11 a.m. - Medical call
regarding illintoxicated underage
student outside of Acland Apart-
ments.
Mar. 27, 1:15 a.m. - Suspicious
non-studen- ts at Lewis Hall. The
Knox County Sheriff's Office was
notified.
Mar. 27, 1:49 a.m. - Fire alarm at
Manning Hall. Cover pulled from
pull station. Alarm was reset.
Mar. 27, 12:29 a.m. - Underage
consumption of alcohol at Lewis
Hall.
Mar. 27, 11:29 p.m. - Theft
of items from Gund Commons
computer lab. Report filed with
sheriff's office.
Mar. 28, 12: 15 a.m. - Possession of
drugs outside of Norton Hall.
Mar. 28, 12:28 a.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Bexley
Place Apartments.
Mar. 28, 1:49 a.m. - Fire extin-
guisher discharged in Horn Gal-
lery.
Mar. 28, 3:05 a.m. - Medical call
regarding illintoxicated student at
Weaver Cottage.
Mar. 28, 11:45 p.m. - Theft of
chemical fire extinguisher from
Lewis Hall. Extinguisher was
replaced with a spare.
Mar. 29, 1:33 a.m. - Fire extin-
guisher missing from Hanna Hall.
Mar. 29, 9:30 a.m. - Theft of Vil-
lage boot from vehicle on Gaskin
Avenue.
NEWS
official or employee with respect to
that person's duties."
Gambier's Village Adminis-
trator Jim Lenthe disagreed. "If
I would make a decision where
I'm making money out of it if
it's going to benefit me in some
way then it's a conflict," Lenthe
said. "But if ... I don't gain person-
ally in some form or manner, then
it's not a conflict." He said that the
Kenyon commissioners are not per-
sonally gaining anything.
If a conflict of interest is
found, however, and that some
members are prohibited from
voting, Ransburg said that further
problems could easily arise. She
said a quorum is required in order
for the Zoning Commission to vote.
If the majority of the commission
is comprised of College employees
who cannot vote, the commission is
unable to act. Therefore, Ransburg
suggests that the Zoning Commis-
sion might be restructured to
include a smaller proportion of
College employees.
"There are plenty of well-educate- d,
willing and able people
who, if asked, would serve on that
board," she said, pointing out that
Gambier residents do not all work
for the College. "You have to go
out and hand-pic- k people and talk
them into running," she continued,
"but they're bright enough, and
they'll do it." The problem, Rans-
burg said, is that Village Council
tends to automatically re-ele- ct and
reappoint current members without
considering new additions to the
governing body.
Lenthe disagreed, saying that
restructuring the Zoning Com-
mission to include fewer College
employees would not make much
sense.
"Just about every board and
every commission and every group
in the Village has people that ei-
ther work for, or have a spouse that
works for, or has graduated from
Kenyon," Lenthe says. "Kenyon
is a huge entity in Gambier."
Givens agreed that the current
composition of the Zoning Com-
mission is fair. "Gambier is filled
with people who work at Kenyon,"
Kipp: Administrator to depart
CONTINUED from page one
nyon," said President S. Georgia
Nugent. "She has been a wonder-
ful teacher and scholar and ad-
ministrator here. ... I think she's
very excited about this new role.
I believe when she became asso-
ciate provost, she kind of tested
it out. ... She made clear that she
liked administration and that she
would probably be thinking about
moving on in administration. So
I think that the University of the
South is a great match. In many
ways, her Kenyon experience will
feed directly into that position."
"Rita has been especially ef-
fective at working with the Fac-
ulty Affairs Committee on matters
related to faculty reviews, course
evaluation and faculty develop
at center
he said. "I don't think being an em-
ployee of Kenyon should penalize
a person for wanting to be involved
in community service. ... I've
been here 3 1 years, and I dare say
all the zoning commissions we've
had have had quite a number of
Kenyon people on them. ... I don't
see it as a particular conflict. But
that's a legal issue, and that's state
rules and regulations."
Ransburg said her appeal does
not stem from personal conflicts
with anyone. "I consider every-
one on the Planning and Zoning
Commission to be friends," she
said, "and I don't want to make
enemies out of anyone. This isn't
a personal attack on anyone. This
isn't a witch hunt; this is just a
statement about how we're doing
business. I don't think that anyone
was acting maliciously; I think we
were just being negligent."
Ransburg's appeal is cur-
rently before the Zoning Board
of Appeals, and a hearing is
scheduled for April 8. According
to Givens, the Board of Appeals
can either overrule the zoning
commission's decision, can send
it back to the zoning commission
for reconsideration, or can affirm
the decision.
Lenthe said that if the Board
of Appeals upholds the Zoning
Commission's decision, Rans-
burg can file an appeal with the
Knox County Court of Common
Pleas. After that, Givens said, "it
goes to the fifth district appellate
court. ... The next step after that
is the Ohio Supreme Court."
Since Kenyon employees are
on the Board of Appeals as well
as on the Zoning Commission,
Ransburg said the case might
have to be taken to a higher court
for proper examination.
At the hearing on April 8,
the Board of Appeals will also
consider Farmer's appeal. In his
notice of appeal, Farmer said that
the Zoning Commission con-
ducted a hearing about changing
the type of glass to be used on the
FRA's exterior without properly
notifying affected parties in a
timely manner.
ment," said Spaid. "These are all
extremely important matter for
students and faculty. Rita is a nat-
ural leader, one with great author-
ity, knowledge and presence. She
is an exceptionally accomplished
teacher and scholar who has been
a faculty leader since she came
to Kenyon in 1976. Among other
things, she has been chair of the
faculty at two different times in
her career, and she has helped to
develop and lead our Asian Stud-
ies program. In recognition of her
extraordinary gifts as a teacher,
scholar,and campus leader, Rita
was selected in 2000 to be the
first recipient of the Robert A.
Oden, Jr. professorship, which
was named in honor of Kenyon's
recent past president."
,
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of appeal
Since the glass is a major
component of the exterior of
the building, Fanner said, "this
change could potentially affect
both the view of the neighbor-
ing properties and the light
emission from the resulting
building. Therefore, due consid-
eration should have been given
to adjoining property owners and
other interested citizens so that
they might have an opportunity
to have their views considered
regarding this major change to
the existing application."
Furthermore, Farmer said
that "a large number of adjoin-
ing property owners and other
citizens within the affected area
of this ... building voiced strong
concerns regarding the glass ex-
terior of the building and the
light emissions that might result
from such design."
Ransburg shares the opin-
ion that constructing the FRA
may not be in the Village's best
interest. While Village residents
will be able to access the athletic
facility, she said the new athletic
center may become a large bur-
den.
"There's going to be a bunch
more traffic," Ransburg said.
"We're not getting income tax
from the people that are work-
ing on the building. And it's go-
ing to be a tremendous strain on
our water and sewage that I don't
know if we're going to be able to
handle."
Givens said that Kenyon
got its original building permit
in November 2002, at which
time all adjacent property own-
ers were duly notified of the hear-
ing. More recently, the College
decided to use a different type of
glass on the building's exterior,
and the Zoning Commission held
a hearing about the change.
Kenyon has said that simply
changing the type of glass to be
used on the FRA's exterior did
not require zoning board per-
mission, let alone require a new
building permit. The Board of
Appeals will have to decide the
matter.
When asked about her last-
ing memories of her 28 years at
Kenyon, Kipp jokingly replied,
"How much time do you have?"
but then described her favorite
parts of Kenyon.
"It's a beautiful place to
work," Kipp said from her office
across from Ransom Hall. "I've
had students who I'll probably
keep in touch with for the rest
of my life. ... I love the Kenyon
community."
"She's got terrific potential as
a dean, I think," said Nugent. "So,
we're happy for her, although I
know it's going to be hard when
it actually comes to her leaving.
I think we just have to say that
University of the South made a
very good choice."




"Applications are up, qual-
ity is up," said Dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid Jennifer Britz of
this year's admissions season. Ap-
plications for admission to Kenyon
surged by 14 this year, including a
43 increase in the number of early-decisi- on
applications. The resulting
acceptance rate is Kenyon's lowest
ever: only 38 of students who ap-
plied to become part of the class of
2008 were accepted.
These numbers are the culmina-
tion of a successful four years for the
admissions department, which has
seen the number of applications to
Kenyon increase 89 overall since
2000.
"I think it represents a slight
shift upward in our perception in
the marketplace among prospective
students," said Britz.
The notable increase in the
IS
I
Will Corrigan, Pirates' Cove proprietor, at the scene
of a fire.
April 11, 1957
'Freedom ' gets a workout
with Kenyon acting as host
On this date in history, Kenyon hosted the Conference on the
Essentials of Freedom. Thirteen speakers and around 150 guests at-
tended the event, with most of the speaking taking place in Rosse
Hall. The chief administrator, Professor Raymond English, would
spend the next six months working what had been discussed there
into publishable material.
April 1, 1976
College loses two more women profs
in 'sexist' controversy
Professor of English Sharon Decker and Smythe House counselor
Dr. Glenda Enderle, two women on the Kenyon faculty, resigned their
positions with complaints of sexism. Decker reported feeling "a sense
of social isolation within the QBnglish) department a sense that there
is an 'old boys club' which, of course, I can't be a part of."
These resignations followed the resignation of anthropology
professor Lilah Pengra, who said, "The reasons for my decision
to resign have involved considerable introspection on my role as a
faculty member, as a professional anthropologist and as a woman.
In short, I find that Kenyon College does not meet my expectations
of my needs in any of these areas." She also said, "I'm saying very
clearly that I refuse to work in a place that is sexist."
March 29, 1984
Olin Foundation grants Kenyon record $5.5 million
to build library
In 1984 Kenyon was given a $5.5 million grant from the Olin
Foundation, set up in 1938 from Franklin W. Olin, an industrialist
with a $20 million estate. It was, at the time, "the largest grant
ever received from a private foundation to an independent college or
university in Ohio." The library built with the money is Olin Library,
which is now Kenyon's main library and heavily used by the student
body.
BYZACK
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2008 acceptance rate the lowest ever
number of early-decisio- n applica
tions resulted in the largest number
of students ever accepted early: 173,
or about 38 of the class of 2008, up
from 30 last year.
"The marketing consultant that
worked with the College last year
recommended that the class of 2008
be around 40 early-decisi- on stu-
dents," said Britz. "This is to be able
to assure that we're able to attract the
best and the brightest. Many of our
overlap schools have early-decisio- n
pools that are that big, and we felt
that we should be competing on the
same basis. We're watching it closely;
it's something that you want to study
and see if that's a good way for your
college to go."
The lowered acceptance rate is a
result of an effort by admissions staff
to decrease class size. While the class
of 2007 had 454 students matriculate,
"our goal is 440 students in the class
of 2008," said Britz. "We want to
be smaller this year, which means
STOLTZFUS
we gave less offers so that we could
keep it at 440."
The acceptance rate is demon-
strative of another trend: that of an
increase in the quality of applicants
to Kenyon. The students who were
admitted into Kenyon 's class of 2008
reported an average high school GPA
of 3.85, up from an average of 3.79
for students admitted into the class of
'
2007.
Test score data from students ad-
mitted to the class of 2008 also reflect
this trend, with average combined
SAT scores up to 1356 from 1339 a
year ago. Other uncontrollable factors
such as demographics and technology
also play a part in the number of ap-
plicants Kenyon receives.
"Your generation is the larg-
est generation that's ever been in
America," said Britz. "They call you
the Echo Boomers, the offspring of
the baby boomers. We're seeing a
surge in high school graduates, and
the number of highschool graduates
will continue to increase up through
2008 or 2009. Part of the increase is
because of online applications; many
more people are doing multiple online
applications. With the Common App.,
you can do it online and it's so easy
to send to several colleges."
Kenyon's national profile has
risen, as well. "More and more
people know about Kenyon," said
Britz. "Being named a 'hot college'
last year by Newsweek was a really
big deal for us. I'd like to think that
the admissions office is doing a
better job of getting the word out
and that we're doing a better job of
communicating with students across
the country."
The increased selectivity in
Kenyon's admissions process is a
cause for both excitement and con-
cern, depending on whom you ask.
"I feel very happy about the fact
that we're becoming more and more
attractive," said President Georgia
Nugent. "Occasionally, when I talk
Villagers
BY BRYAN STOKES II
Editorial Assistant
Mount Vernon residents
Kevin Lester and Marcella Ed-
wards were allegedly robbed of
$700 on the Kokosing Gap trail
east of Starr Road on March 5,
according to a Knox County
Sheriff's report. The alleged
victims were walking on the path
"when they were assaulted and
robbed by four male subjects" at
approximately midnight, accord-
ing to the report. The subjects
were allegedly armed.
According to Security and
Safety director Dan Werner, the
alleged victims fled to the first
house in the area. Determining it
to be empty, the alleged victims
forced entry in order to use the
telephone and contact the Knox
County Sheriff's Office.
A search of the area by the
sheriff's office and Kenyon Se-
curity and Safety yielded no evi-
dence of the men's whereabouts.
to alumni, I sense there's some anxi-
ety around this; I think that there's
some perception that as you become
more selective, the nature of the place
will become very competitive. I don't
think it's necessarily the case that if
students were more academically
able they would therefore be more
competitive."
Nugent believes that Kenyon's
commitment to student-centere- d
admissions practices will ward off
the potential downfalls of increased
selectivity.
"I think it is very important,
not just to alumni but to the nature
of Kenyon, that we remain a place
that values collaboration and conge-
niality," she said. "The admissions
staff's real effort is to read beyond
the numbers. They're not selecting
for numbers; they're trying to identify
if this is the right place for this person
and what they'd bring to Kenyon."
The admissions department also
reports an 11 increase in minority
student applications from last year.
Britz said that creating a more diverse
campus is a high priority for the ad-
missions department and one of the
biggest challenges they face.
"I think we have leaps and
bounds to go, but we're definitely
moving in the right direction," said
Coordinator of Multicultural Admis-
sions Densil Porteous. When compar-
ing the number of minority students at
Kenyon to colleges in the Great Lakes
College Association consortium, he
says, "we're doing okay. We're not
in the bottom rung, but we're not at
the top, either where we'd like to
be. In terms of other national liberal
arts colleges, we're not in the same
place as we'd like to be."
Porteous says that limited f-
inancial resources account for part
of this gap. "Money is always an
issue, and I think it's very important
in terms of marketing to students of
color," he said. "A lot of institutions
that are comparable to Kenyon have
robbed on
According to Werner, the officers
blocked a portion of the trail in
an attempt to prevent their es-
cape. Although the bicycle path
is public property, portions of
it are patrolled by Security and
Safety, while they make rounds to
the Brown Family Environmental
Center.
Two men fitting a similar
description, dressed entirely in
black with ski masks, were later
seen by Security and Safety offi-
cer Mitch McDonald at 3:24 a.m.
The two men were allegedly at-
tempting to break into a student's
Honda CRV with a jimmy stick.
McDonald radioed Security
and Safety officer Dan Turner
for backup, but noise from the
radio prompted the suspects to
run from the officers.
McDonald and Turner
chased the suspects through the
southeastern end of campus past
the fire station, but lost track of
them approximately 10 minutes
later. Checks of McBride Field
endowments that are a lot larger than
Kenyon's, so they have the ability to
do a lot more in terms of having more
staff available to go to different lo-
cales where you can recruit students
of color. We don't have the money to
play with in terms of hiring more staff
to help in these particular efforts."
,
Porteous also believes that help-
ing minority students to understand
Kenyon's character is crucial.
"I think a big piece is an under-
standing of location," he said. "I think
it's something a lot of our students
have to get over. Coming to Kenyon,
you are going to be in a rural area,
but you are also going to be exposed
to students who from a vast majority
of different places."
The department has several
initiatives in place to attract under-represent-ed
students to Kenyon,
including first-generati- on students
who are the first in their families to
attend college.
"We have a special travel-gra- nt
program where first-generati- on stu-
dents and students of color can have
their travel to campus subsidized so
it's possible for them to get here so
they can do an interview and really
get a sense of what Kenyon's about,"
said Britz.
The department also hosts spe-
cial visit days for minority students
and tries to involve minority faculty
in these students' visits. Britz is con-
fident about the department's recruit-
ment of minority students.
"We want Kenyon to look more
like the rest of America," she said.
"That's one of the hardest things to
do at a college, and we've got that in
place. We just need to be able to bring
a critical mass of students to campus
who feel that this is their community,
as well. My guess is that, in a few
years, we'll be a more diverse col-
lege. We will be successful because
all the players and all the pieces are in
place to be successful, and Kenyon
is a great place."
Gap Trail
lot, South Lot and the Remote lot
were fruitless. The suspects have
not been seen since, and no other
incidents have been reported.
Although this is an isolated
incident, Werner urged caution
for students out at night.
"It's not a good idea to be
out alone. This is not a hotbed of
crime, but anything can happen at
any time," said Werner. "If ever
confronted by anyone with any
sort of weapon, give whatever
they demand to them."
Werner encouraged those
walking at night to wear reflec-
tive clothing, carry a flashlight
and cellular telephone and walk
with a friend.
Neither the Knox County
Sheriff's Office nor Security and
Safety currently has any suspects
in this case, although the case is
still classified as active by the
sheriff's office. In accordance
with the Clery Campus Crime
Reporting Act, a timely warning
was sent via all-camp- us e-m- ail.
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On Wednesday, March 10, Ken-
yon College trustee Marilyn Virginia
Yarbrough died at age 58 at her home
in Chapel Hill, N.C.
According to Orange County,
deputies, Yarbrough died of natural
causes. The Chapel Hill Police De- -
Senate rejects fraternity housing proposal
BY AMANDA LEWIS
Staff Reporter
Kenyon Campus Senate re-
jected on March 4 a proposal from
the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity
requesting that sophomores be al-
lowed to live in division housing in
Hanna. Two representatives from
the fraternity, Will Moller '06 and
Robbie Parker '05, presented their
case to the Senate, hoping the body
would relax the regulation banning
sophomores from living in division
housing.
Moller and Parker as well
ascosigner Clayton Smith, a sopho-
more who was not present said Phi
Kappa Sigma is in a situation not
faced by any other fraternity. They
Budget: College tuition to rise
CONTINUED from page one
means that more and more staff
want a larger budget. That's one
dimension. Then you also have
additional costs that come along.
For example, all kinds of LBIS
costs. Everywhere, new tech-
nology is needed; replacements
for machines are needed. We're
looking at replacing the comput-
ers in our labs. All of that stuff
does add up."
In terms of what went into
this year's budget, Nugent said
she could not release many of the
details until the College officially
does so early next week.
However, she did comment
on new expenses, saying, "This
budget begins to phase in expenses
that we know will ultimately come
online with the opening of FRA
Fitness, Recreation and Athletics
center. So we're hoping that by
the time that's actually ready, it
will be pretty much built in as a
budget line. So that was a stroke
of genius, actually, by a couple of
senior staff members."
Nugent also said, "There is a
special targeted item in the budget
for the local foods initiative." This
partment declined further comment
Yarbrough had been a Kenyon
trustee for nearly 1 1 years. She was a
member of the board's committee on
curriculum and faculty and served on
the board's committee on information
technology. In 2001, she was elected
Commencement speaker.
"Marilyn was a genuinely kind
and unique person, and it was a total
pleasure being around her," said Wil-
liam Lowry '56, who was chairman
of the curriculum committee when
Yarbrough served on it. "I can't do
justice to her."
"I must relate the strong pres-
ence and thoughtful comments from
a very interesting perspective that she
brought to the committee," said David
Taft '60, who was the library commit-
tee chairman when Yarbrough died.
"Marilyn was a solid contributor
to help verify many of the initiatives
of the LB IS strategy," said Taft. "She
have 10 graduating members and four
members who will be upperclassmen
next year, the students said, but two
of these members will be off--campus
during the fall semester and hence
unable to use their division picks in
order to keep even one of the triples
currently in use by the fraternity.
In the proposal, Moller, Parker
and Smith requested that four sopho-
mores be allowed to live in division
housing next year, along with the
two remaining upperclassmen, spe-
cifically in rooms 113 and 117, both
triples.
"We're not looking to get primo
housing for sophomores," Moller
said. The bulk of their argument
revolved around their feeling that
"without living in close proximity,
is a project that she and Special
Assistant to the President Howard
Sacks have been working on this
year.
In an earlier interview, Nugent
said, "Beginning next year, we
believe that we can be serving, in
the dining halls, locally-produce- d
food local produce and local
meats. They should be of better
quality, and we really like the idea
also of partnering more directly
with our surrounding agricultural
community."
In terms of faculty and staff
positions, Nugent said, "We didn't
really increase the size of the fac-
ulty. We did add some positions
or partial positions, which will
actually support academic work
but are not necessarily faculty
positions . . . There were some ad-
ditions overall in staff, and they're
typically things that are going to
support either the academic pro-
gram or student life in various
ways."
Although she said she could
not yet release specifics, Nugent
said a few words about faculty and
staff salaries for the coming year.
"Because we're in the midst
NEWS
contributed often as the parent of a
very talented Kenyon graduate and
as a university professional."
Yarbrough is survived by her
stepfather, John Toole; one brother,
William O. Yarbrough Jr.; her daugh-
ters, Carmen and Carla; and one
grandson, Daniel Philip Brady. Carla
Ainsworth graduated magna cum
laude from Kenyon in 1995. .
After earning a bachelor's degree
from Virginia State University and a
law degree from the University of
California at Los Angeles, Yarbrough
began teaching law in 1975 at Boston
College Law School.
From there, she taught law at
the University of Kansas. In 1987,
she served as Dean of the University
at the Tennessee College of Law. She
went on to teach in North Carolina, at
both the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill and the Duke Univer-
sity School of Law.
much of the brotherhood that exists
within our fraternity will be lost."
Although the Phi Kappa Sigmas
have Pink House, Moller and Parker
said it is too far from the academic cen-
ter of campus for members or induct-
ees to spend any significant amount
of time there between classes. It was
also argued that a double is not large
enough for a fraternity to gather.
Senate was unconvinced of the
fraternity's need for this housing.
Tom Susman '04, president of Student
Council, did not see the Phi Kappa's
situation as a problem for the Senate.
"I am not compelled by this
argument," he said. "Either the 'no
sophomores in division' rule means
something, or it doesn't"
Because the policy is up for re
of the compensation study that is
going on this year, there will be
some unusual aspects of salary ad-
ministration this year as we await
the results of that study," she said.
"I think that because of improve-
ment in the stock market, among
other things, my hope is my
belief is that the campus will be
pretty happy with the salary pool
we're able to have this year."
Nugent explained Kenyon's
budgetary difficulties, saying, "It
hits Kenyon's tuition particularly
hard because we don't have the
endowment from which to sup-
port the expenses. ... We're ap-
proximately 80 dependent on
tuition, so that means when those
expenses grow, that's going to hit
the bottom line of the tuition."
She said the College strives to
avoid unnecessary costs whenever
possible and to use what money
it does have wisely, saying, "We
try to be extremely frugal, and we
really try to ... scrimp and save as
far as adding positions or any-
thing like that. But we also want
to provide an appropriate level of
education, so it's really a juggling
act."
Yarbrough's teaching and re-
search interests included race and
gender di.scrimination. "Yarbrough
was very dedicated to the issue of
diversity," said Lowry. "We achieved
quite a bit in this area, largely because
of her guidance."
"Yarbrough pressed the board
and the faculty to aggressively open
opportunities to minorities and for
women," said David Horvitz, the
current chair of the board. "She was
a powerful advocate for Kenyon 's
students and its faculty."
Yarbrough was a writer and
editor for the Black Law Journal,
writing many articles about gender-equit- y
issues in collegiate sports and
employment She was also a member
of the Pulitzer Prize board from 1990
to 1999.
"What I found unique about
Marilyn is that she could be so ag-
gressive and so determined, and yet
view next year, Senate was not inclined
to grant any exceptions.
Jay Helmer '04 suggested allow-
ing only one sophomore to live in the
division housing so that the fraternity
could keep one of their triples name-
ly Hanna 113, which has the fraternity
crest outside the door.
Devon Stauffer also asked, "Is
it so unreasonable to kick in just one
sophomore? Isn't that being exces-
sively legalistic about this?"
"We understand completely
that this would set a bad precedent
because it almost looks like favors,"
said Moller. "But it really is neces-
sary."
He said that after next year, the
fraternity will have enough upperclass-
men to exercise division picks.
as expenses increase
Nugent has also been working
on another way to help Kenyon's
budget, particularly during her
travels over spring break.
"I was doing some traveling,"
she said. "Mainly this was in New
York, visiting foundations. There
are a couple of foundations whom
I've had relationships with before
who have not supported Kenyon in
the past, but I think are likely to do
that in the future."
Budgetary problems and tuition
increases are not unique to Kenyon.
According to Nugent, "It's a huge
issue, and all of higher education is
trying to find ways to address it. . . .
It concerns everybody. I mean, we
realize that this is an enormous fac-
tion of a family's budget, and how
to bring those costs under control is
just something that we've wrestled
with."
Nugent went on to say, "It
is important to understand that
the way higher education works
these days, very few individu-
als pay the sticker price, if you
will, because of various kinds of
financial aid. So when the na-
tional press publishes how col-
lege costs $35,000 a year these
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she was always so nice about it that no
one would ever be angry or defensive
around her," said Horvitz. "She had
the intangible leadership quality that
brought people to her way of thinking,
changing minds and attitudes."
Both Horvitz and Lowry noted
Yarbrough's sense of humor. Accord-
ing to Lowry, Yarbrough's addresses
were crafted so that the point was
inclusive yet humorous.
."She would point out the focus,
and she'd make us all laugh," said
Lowry.
"Yarbrough was clearly a
strong, intelligent and principled
woman who touched many lives and
had a strong influence on legal edu-
cation in this country," said President
Georgia Nugent
"In many things, Yarbrough led
and the board followed," said Horvitz.
"She always had a smile and an easy
laugh. I already miss her."
But many members disagreed.
Bryan Stokes '05 said the fraternity
could have applied for special interest
housing, but Moller said that when
they first went to speak with Dean of
Residential Life George Barbuto about
their situation, Barbuto said they would
never get special interest housing.
The final conclusion reached by
the Senate was that an exception could
not be made for the Phi Kappa Sigma
fraternity. Although one member of
the Senate was in favor of letting one
sophomore live in Hanna 113, the
majority voted to suggest that Moller
and Parker find another upperclassmen
who would be willing to share room
113 with them and then leave the
room when fraternity business is
being discussed.
days, that's actually not true for
the majority of students. At Ke-
nyon, I believe we actually have
75 of students on some degree
of financial aid."
However, she said, "The
problem remains ... we're all
trying to figure out how to con-
tain things. It's not very obvious
how you do that."
She cited the example of
how some larger state universi-
ties are trying online courses,
which serve "hundreds and hun-
dreds of students" at once.
"Now, they report that it's
very high quality instruction and
it actually even produces better
learning results," she said, "but
that's not something that Ken-
yon or places like us are going
to look at. Were you to look at
mass solutions like that, you are
trying to see, literally, what the
economists would call productiv-
ity increases. That just doesn't
match our model of education."
For the time being, therefore,
Kenyon will continue to increase
tuition as it feels necessary for
the level of services the College
wishes to provide.
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Prosecutors excluded from McKnight appeal
Former local employee looking to Ohio Supreme Court after 2002 conviction in death of Kenyon student
BY JAMES LEWIS
Senior News Editor
When lawyers for Gregory
McKnight, convicted in the mur-
der of former Kenyon student
Emily Murray, make oral argu-
ments before the Supreme Court
on his behalf, there will be no
one representing either the Vin-
ton County Prosecutor's office
or the Ohio Attorney General's
office. In a March 24 ruling, the
Ohio Supreme Court ruled that,
because the state missed a dead-
line for filing a brief, it will not
be allowed to present oral argu-
ments when the Court hears the
case this summer.
McKnight a former em-
ployee of the Pirate's Cove
restaurant, which formerly oc-
cupied the location of the cur-
rent Gambier Grill was con-
victed in 2002 of the murder of
his co-work- er, Murray. He was
also found guilty in the death of
Greg Julious of Chilicothe, af-
ter Julious' remains were found
on McKnight's Vinton County
property.
The case drew national at-
tention because Vinton County
Student Council approves sexual misconduct policy
BY IAN KERR-DALTO- N
Staff Reporter
Student Council voted last
weekend to approve a state-
ment recommending several
changes to Kenyon's sexual
misconduct policy. The let-
ter, written by Student Coun-
cil President Tom Susman '04,
will be sent to Campus Senate
for its consideration.
According to the statutes
listed in the Student Hand-
book, Senate must review and
evaluate the sexual miscon-
duct policy during the 2003-0- 4
academic year.
Earlier this semester, Stu-
dent Council invited leaders of
student organizations and other
members of the college to visit
and speak to the Council about
the sexual misconduct policy.
To each group, Susman asked
the same three questions:
"What do you like about the
policy? What don't you like?
And what, if anything, do you
think needs to be changed?"
Representatives from the
Crozier Center, Beer & Sex,
ALSO, Unity House, the Col-
legian and the Judicial Board
spoke to Student Council, as
did Director of Counseling
Services Patrick Gilligan. .
As a result of those meet-
ings and other discussions,
Susman drafted the letter.
About the policy, Student
Council said, "We cannot em-
phasize enough that we believe
Kenyon's Sexual Misconduct
Policy has served the College
well over these four years."
Common Pleas Court Judge
Jeffrey Simmons had ruled that
the poor, southern Ohio county
could not support the costs of
a death penalty trial. Simmons
later reversed his ruling in the
case, and the Ohio Attorney
General's office offered its as-
sistance at the time.
McKnight is now represent-
ed by the Ohio Public Defender's
office, which filed an appeal of
his conviction and sentence with
the Ohio Supreme Court. The
Attorney General's office and
the Vinton County Prosecutor
had until Jan. 22 to file a brief
replying to the appeal. It was
necessary for them to file this
brief in order for them to be able
to present oral arguments before
the Ohio Supreme Court.
At the last minute, however,
the state sought an extension to
file their written argument. That
request was denied, and a later
motion to dismiss the appeal
from the Ohio Public Defender's
office and allow the state to still
participate in oral arguments was
denied on March 24.
The Columbus Dispatch re-
ported on Friday that Attorney
According to the letter, the
policy "sets a clear standard-o- f
conduct that should be pre'
served." However, Council's
letter also contains three main
suggestions to improve the
college's handling of sexual
misconduct.
First, the letter asks the
Senate to "rewrite pages 99-10- 0
of the Student Handbook
to reflect the step-by-ste- p
procedure in a high level of
detail that is followed when
a report of sexual assault is
made."
Earlier this semester,
Cat Woltering, who spoke on
behalf of the Crozier Center,
said that many students are
unaware of what happens af-
ter a person files a sexual mis-
conduct complaint. Student
Council members agreed, say-
ing in the letter that "general
confusion continues to exist
regarding the reporting pro-
cedure for students who wish




should be remedied by having
the policy explicitly list the
"step-by-ste- p response that




the policy include a reference
to the fact that "once a report is
made to the Knox County Sher-
iff's Office, a public record of
the complaint is made that is
accessible by all members of
the community, including the
NEWS
General "Jim Petro's office
said ... that the delay was at
Gleeson's end." According to the
article, a broken copy machine
was blamed for the delay.
However, according to Amy
Borror from the Public Defend-
er's office, her office was first
informed of the delay by attor-
neys from the Attorney General's
office-rathe- r than Gleeson's of-
fice. She said that while reports
had implied that Gleeson's office
was at fault, "I can tell you that
it was attorneys from the Attor-
ney General's office who were in
contact with attorneys from our
office about it."
Borror also said that while
her office was first told that the
reason for the delay was copier
problems, the argument later
made by the state before the
Court was that they had been
delayed by their desire to ensure
that the brief met the technical
requirements of the court.
Kim Norris, the chief of
communications for the Attorney
General's office, referred most
questions concerning the ruling
to Gleeson. She said, however,
that she did not think Borror's
press.
"This issue has been a
problem," said Susman at the
meeting. "There have been
reports that have been made,
where people did not know
when they were making that
report that, for example, the
Collegian could go to the
sheriff's office and search the
criminal reports on whatever
date and find out not only that
a report of sexual assault had
been made, but also who made
the report."
He said that the College
and the sexual misconduct
policy should try "to be open
about what the reality is under
Ohio law."
The third recommendation
calls for Senate to revise the
brochure given to all students
that explains the sexual mis-
conduct policy.
This recommendation
comes in response to com-
ments made by several Beer &
Sex facilitators in a past meet-
ing. They said that while they
felt the policy is essentially a
good one, the real problem is
that students often do not un-
derstand it.
In a separate meeting,
Gilligan said he wished to
"humanize" the policy and the
judicial processes involved
with sexual misconduct cases.
He said that some parts of the
policy read too much like a
legal document.
Student Council's letter
to Senate said "the text of the
Sexual Misconduct Policy is
necessarily legalistic in tone
recollection of the state changing
its arguments for the delay was
"completely accurate."
Gleeson said the technical
requirements the state was at-
tempting to meet were Court
requirements. The written argu-
ments had to have appendices,
and there had to be 18 copies of
the argument available.
He said that, while the copy
machine malfunction "was the
straw that broke the back," it
was "not fair to blame it on the
copy machine, because things
break." He also saidthat there
was more than one copy ma-
chine in the Attorney General's
office.
In a letter Gleeson wrote
to the Vinton County Courier,
a copy of which he gave to the
Collegian, he took full respon-
sibility for "not supervising the
resources provided by the Ohio
Attorney General's office."
However, Gleeson also
wrote that "the portion of the
written argument to be pre-
pared by the Vinton County
Prosecuting Attorney was com-
pleted more than three weeks
prior to the final deadline.
and construction," and that
"this fact can act as a deter-
rent to students reading the
policy and understanding its
requirements."
However, the letter said,
"these issues are not best ad-
dressed through changes to
the policy itself." Instead,
Student Council suggested
that the sexual misconduct
brochure be revised "to in-
clude a straightforward sum-
mary of the policy's require-
ments at the beginning of the
document, and to continue lo
promote public dialogue about
the realities of sexual miscon-
duct on Kenyon's campus."
One suggestion that sev-
eral student groups offered
to Student Council that did
not make it into the letter
to Senate was the idea of a
more definite listing of pos-
sible punishments for sexual
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"But due to time con-
straints on other cases that
also required attention," he
continued in the letter, "the
portion of the written argu-
ment to be prepared by the at-
torney with the Capital Crimes
Division of the Ohio Attorney
General's Office was not com-
pleted until the day before the
final deadline."
Despite the ruling, both
Gleeson and the Attorney
General's office remain confi-
dent that McKnight's convic-
tion would be upheld.
In his letter, Gleeson
wrote, "I believe, because
McKnight received such a fair
trial and the evidence against
him was so very strong, that
the Ohio Supreme Court will
deny McKnight's appeal."
Norris said "the original con-
viction and decision was ap-
propriate and ultimately will
be upheld."
According to Gleeson, the
appeal ranges over 30 different
issues, which is "common in
death penalty cases." A date
has not yet been set for the oral
arguments.
misconduct infractions. Stu-
dent Council members did
not discuss that issue at the
meeting last weekend.
Senate Student Co-Cha- ir
Kirsten Bierlein said
she liked the letter, but she
wished to include more of
the suggestions from stu-
dent groups concerning the
policy, and especially more
of Gilligan's comments.
Council members agreed
with Susman's idea to send two
documents to the Senate: one
statement of Student Council's
official recommendations, and
a separate document listing all
of the ideas brought to Student
Council during the series of
meetings that took place ear-
lier this semester. Susman said
he would create a list of those
findings and present it to Sen-
ate along with the letter already
written.
Paid Advertisement
offering dance lessons, starting april 1st. f
J- - interested? call y.6808 for details. L
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Quarry Chapel gets facelift after 142 years
BY EMILY KING
StaffWriter
Perhaps known best as
"that church on the Bookstore
postcards," the Christ Church at
the Quarry has a very interest-
ing history and, as current plans
promise, an exciting future. Lo-
cated about a mile northeast of
campus at the crossing of two rural
roads Quarry Chapel and Mon-
roe Mills this "secret" chapel is
undergoing major renovations and
attracting quite a buzz.
Built in 1862 by English
stonemasons who were brought to
Gambier to construct the Church
of the Holy Spirit, Quarry Chapel
served as a place of worship for
local farmers and employees of
Kenyon who sought distance from
the College. William Tinesly, also
the architect of Ascension Hall,
designed the chapel.
The church was consecrated
on Jan. 18, 1863, and played an ac-
tive role in the life of Gambier for
the next 75 years. Led by Bexley
seminary students, Sunday eve-
ning services brought the whole
community together. Margaret
Ransom, once a parishioner at
Quarry Chapel, remembers these
services as "the high point of the
week the time to meet and greet
your neighbors."
But by the 1930s, the cha-
pel, due to its distant location,
had slowly fallen into disuse: in
1937, it was deconsecrated by the
Episcopal Church.
For the next 30 years, the
chapel fell further into disrepair.
Vandals carved names into the
chapel's walls and damaged the
furniture. Harsh weather caused
the roof to deteriorate and the
stone walls to decay. The grounds
lay overgrown with weeds; dead
animals and garbage littered the
f
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Gambier's Quarry Chapel is underg
interior. Besides its supposed use
as a College "hangout" spot in the
1940s, the church was completely
neglected.
In an attempt to save the struc-
ture, the Quarry Chapel Restora-
tion Society was created in 1972
and, through various donations
from local community mem-
bers and Kenyon alumni, raised
enough money to repair the roof
with matching slate and erect a post
and rail fence that surrounded the
chapel and cemetery. However,
lack of funds and a subsequent
dying interest in the project caused
the committee to officially disband
in 1995.
"We met our goals for the
chapel," said Jane Lentz, chair-
woman of the committee at the
time of completion of the initial
work. "We did things like the roof
and gutters, things that would stop
further decay on the building."
In 2001, after Gambier resi-
dent Jim Ingerham began a rally
Students, faculty win prizes, give talks at math conference
Members of Kenyon's Department of Mathematics attended the spring meeting of the Ohio Section
of the Mathematical Association of
ference enables students and faculty
Professor of Mathematics Carol
America (MAA) last week at the University of Cincinnati. The con
to share their academic work with one another.
Schumacher gave a talk entitled "Infinite Polite Speeches, Konig's
Theorem and the Morse-Thu- e Sequence." The talk was concerned primarily with new ideas concerning
infinity, Shumacher's current area of interest.
Associate Professor of Mathematics Judy Holdener's talk was entitled "Sagebrush, Turtles and
Snowflakes." Holdener's work began as part of a Summer Science Scholar research project with Amy
Wagaman '02, which was published in the International Journal of Mathematics and Mathematical Sci
ences in June 2002.
First-yea- rs Mara Alperin, Ed Ceaser, Stephen DeSanto, Ben Johnson, Lee Kennard, Matt Zaremsky
and junior Jun Ma also attended the conference. These students competed in the conference's undergradu-
ate mathematics competition, consisting of a 90-min- ute exam with 10 questions. Ceaser, DeSanto and Ma
placed first; Kennard and Zaremsky placed third.
Kenyon philosophy grad 'takes Emerson personally'
Professor John Lysaker will be giving a lecture as part of the Larwill Lectureships series, entitled
"Taking Emerson Personally" at 4: 10 p.m. next Wednesday in Hayes 109.
A 1988 Kenyon graduate, Lysaker serves as Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of
Oregon at Eugene. He is currently working on a book about self-cultu- re in Emerson's work, tentatively
titled Emerson and the Eloquent Life. His other intellectual interests have "pursued critical dialogue among
deconstruction, liberalism and Marxism" and include ongoing work on schizophrenia with his brother and
Kenyon alumnus Paul Lysaker '82.
His lecture is sponsored by the Philosophy Department, the Religious Studies Department, Larwill Lec-




ping extensive renovations and will soon
to save "Gambier's little gem,"
the trustees revived the Quarry
Chapel Restoration Committee in
an attempt to restore the chapel to
its original condition. Thus far, a
sub-flo- or has been installed with
the help of a local basketball team
and the belfry has been repaired.
The Restoration Society has also
restored the interior walls and
ceiling trusses and has begun to
repoint, or repair, the joints of
bricks in the exterior walls.
The committee has asked
Kenyon alumna Peggy Shorr to
design a set of stained-glas- s win-
dows "that tell the story of Quarry
Chapel in the life of College
Township," and has commisioned
Gambier artist Carol Rubenstein to
build the windows using German
art glass. David Kridler, a stonema-
son, will help restore the interior
walls. Jack Esslinger, husband of
Kenyon Professor of Art Claudia
Esslinger, is designing the window
jambs and organizing student and
The Mount Vernon News
be open to the public.
community participation on the
project.
When asked when the project
would be completed, committee
member and Kenyon Professor of
History Will Scott said, "We are
80 there we need to get the
windows in. Once that's done, it
will be where it was when it was
built."
While waiting on the stained- -
What would have been the best use




"I think it should have been
donated to the art department,
because they don't even give us
badgers wearing underpants."
-- Mindy Stoker '04
iA JL.ti Ana, 't
"A moon bounce."
-- Terrell Fuller '07
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glass windows, which will cost
about $25,000 and take 18 to 24
months to complete, other im-
provements will be made to make
the building more hospitable to
modern-da- y uses. Electricity and
running water will be added and
the sacristy, the small annex on
the eastern side, will be turned
into an ADA-accessib- le bathroom.
Central heat and air conditioning
will also be added.
"By redoing it in a way that
it can be used," Scott said, "we're
assuring that the restoration will
be permanent."
When fully restored, the cha-
pel will be used for social events
such as weddings, concerts, funer-
als and receptions. "With the pews
installed, the chapel will hold about
85 people a nice size for a small,
unpretentious wedding," Scott said.
For a modest fee, the building can
be rented out for any occasion.
By using the chapel for these
social events, the committee hopes
to restore the chapel's once-activ- e
role in the community. The chapel,
which is on the National Register
of Historic Places, will also be
open for visitors as a historic site,
celebrating and commemorating
its construction and the early con-
gregants.
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Introducing 'Mr. Nuge' Thomas Scherer
Despite a busy schedule, corporate lawyer makes timeforfriends, family andfrequent flights to Gambier
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
Features Editor
Although he has been a mili-
tary officer, is a graduate of both
Princeton University and Colum-
bia Law School and now serves
as general counsel for an inter-
national investment bank, Tom
Scherer, the husband of President
Georgia Nugent, believes that his
greatest accomplishments in life
are his relationships with friends.
"I've managed to find and
keep a very wonderful circle of
friends," he says. "I am some-
body that is maybe too diligent
about making sure that I stay in
touch with folks. The working
world is peripatetic, so keeping
up close relationships can be hard
work, but it's, in the long run, very
rewarding."
Hard work, indeed; Scherer's
job as a corporate lawyer keeps him
on the go. Setting up an interview
time for this article was difficult, as
Scherer's schedule often requires
him to go overseas. When we ar-
ranged a phone interview, Scherer
was called away suddenly for a
meeting. Anyone who manages to
keep close friendships with such
a busy life must certainly have a
special knack for relating to others,
and in Scherer's case this knack is
plain to see.
A native of Kingston, N.Y.,
Scherer knew from a young age
that he wanted to become a law-
yer. "In the fifth grade, we had to
do a career project," says Scherer.
"I didn't have any lawyers in my
family, but somewhere along the
line I got the idea that I wanted
to be a corporate lawyer. I wrote
my little report, as fifth-grade- rs
will do, and it never really left the
back of my head."
After graduating from
Kingston High School, Scherer
attended Princeton on an ROTC
scholarship, where he majored in
English literature. "A real Kenyon
major," he says with a laugh.
Princeton was also the place
where, as he terms it, he "ran into
this woman named Nugent." Dur-
ing the fall of his freshman year,
"she was one of the first profes-
sors I had at Princeton," he says.
"She was teaching a course called
Literature 121. Spring semester
junior year, I took another course
with her, which was Greek Trag-
edy in Translation, and we stayed
in touch after I graduated."
Army life
As he neared the end of his
studies at Princeton, Scherer began
to rethink the path his life would
take. Although he had planned to
attend law school immediately af-
ter college, his ROTC scholarship
would have required him to serve
as a lawyer in the military after he
received his law degree.
"I got to thinking that really
wasn't why I had first been inter-
ested in the army," he says.
Consequently, Scherer de-



















President Georgia Nugent and her
and took a commission as a second
lieutenant in the Army. Though
he was supposed to be stationed
in Fort Lewis, Wash., he traded
with someone so he could go to
Germany.
"Strangely, it was fun," he
says of his time in the army. He
says that his duties as an officer
offered valuable lessons that he
still uses to guide him in his work
today.
"I was an aide-de-ca- mp for
two different generals," he says.
"It was interesting because it was
full of management lessons and
leadership lessons that I don't
think I could have gotten at that
age otherwise. You have to under-
stand how far your authority goes,
and where it doesn't go."
After his military commission
ended, in August of 1988, Scherer
immediately began his studies at
Columbia Law School. During this
time, he was still in contact with
Nugent.
"Our relationship was chang-
ing over the years," he says, "and
by the time I was ready to graduate
from law school, we were think-
ing about getting married." The
couple married in 1991, the same
year Scherer received his law de-
gree, and settled in Princeton, N.J.,
where Nugent was still teaching.
A lawyer begins his career
Scherer began his career as
a lawyer with the New York law
firm Cravath, Swaine & Moore,
but it is not a phase of his career
he remembers fondly.
"The first few years at a law
firm, with rare exceptions, are not
filled with glorious kinds of work,
nor are they filled with relaxing,
leisurely weekends," he says. "So
those early years at a law firm
were pretty tough." He pauses.
"Sometimes 'tough' means 'really




In 1997, Scherer was offered
a two-ye- ar position in Hong Kong,
and he and Nugent faced the dif-
ficult decision about whether he
should take the job.
"Neither of us had ever really
even been to Asia," Scherer says,
"so it looked like an opportunity
to learn something about a part of
the world we knew next to nothing
about."
The couple's similar ideas on
such subjects is sometimes a topic
of joking. "We kid about having one
tiny little brain," says Nugent. "We
are very, very much alike in the way
we think about things. This became
obvious when we first knew each
other; we would have that thing
where you say the same thing at
the same time, and it was kind of
scary. That happens all the time."
Adventures in Asia
Life in Hong Kong proved to be
instructive. "It was interesting politi-
cally because the handover of Hong
Kong from China to independence
had just happened," says Scherer.
"It was interesting economically
and professionally because it was
also right at the time of the Asian
currency crisis. The first year that
I was in Asia was the worst of the
economic troubles for a number of
Asian economies, and whenever
economies are in trouble, lawyers
are busy."
While the 18-ho- ur trip from
New York to Hong Kong prevented
Scherer and Nugent from seeing
each other every weekend, Nugent
managed to get summers off from
her administrative job at Princeton.
She spent those in Hong Kong, and
Scherer's work often brought him
back to New York. But being apart
was still trying. "I found that even
though I knew that the arrangement
was ending inside of 24 months,
months 16-2- 4 were the hardest
eight," Scherer says.
Fast-pace- d career
Scherer currently serves as
general counsel for Swiss Re Fi-
nancial Services, an investment
bank.
"I'm responsible for all of our
legal and compliance problems,
compliance meaning compliance
with the various industry rules,"
says Scherer. "We have sorne-wher- e
between 30 and 50 lawyers
who worry about legal aspects of
our business and ultimately they
all report to me. We have another
20 or so compliance people who
report to me indirectly. In addition,
I'm responsible for the money that
the company spends on outside le-
gal help." Scherer reports directly
to the bank's CEO.
Scherer takes 'a heavy work-
load in stride. "If you're a lawyer
in the financial services business,
you tend to start pretty early, and
you tend to put in a reasonably
long day," he says. "I probably
put in about 12 hours a day."
Most of Scherer's time is
spent on the phone and in meet-
ings, but sometimes he has to deal
with the unexpected.
"I'm in the client-servic- e
business, so an awful lot of what
happens in most weeks for me
is somebody has a problem that
couldn't have been predicted,"
he says. "Some weeks are fun and
you're enjoying what you're do-
ing, and you think 'Wow, I can't
believe they pay me for this!'
Some weeks, you think 'I can't
believe they could ever pay me
enough for this!'"
In general, Scherer enjoys his
job. "This seems the best job I've
had since college," he says.
However, he observes that
he has never stayed with a single
company longer than six years,
and doesn't rule out an eventual
move.
"From time to time I say to
myself that I should probably
figure out what I need to do to get




Nugent reside apart during the
week Nugent at Kenyon, Scherer
at his apartment in Greenwich Vi-
llageand Scherer visits Gambier
every weekend that Nugent is not
away on College business.
"I don't know if I'll feel the
way I did about the Hong Kong
separation about the New York-Gambi- er
commute and if so, I don't
know when," Scherer says. "But I
can certainly see that there's a pos-
sibility that at some point I'll say
'Why are we doing this again?'"
Scherer's good humor and
practical approach to this difficult
living situation impresses even
Nugent.
"It has just been extraordi-
nary how supportive he's been
in my coming out here to be the
president," she says-- . "There have
been many nights when he arrives
in Gambier at two o'clock in the
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morning because his flight has
been late. I think it entails various,
kinds of complications for him,
and yet he's just thrilled with it.
And he's been just universally
supportive and excited about it."
Whether he moves or not,
Scherer does plan to be involved
in law for a long time.
'"One of the things that was
attractive to me about the legal
profession was that there were
an awful lot of really old lawyers
still contributing," Scherer says.
"It seemed to be a profession that
kept people mentally engaged. I
have a lot of notions of different
things that I could do with the
training and experiences that I've
had, but they always seem to have
me in one way or another being a
lawyer."
Scherer's favorite part of his
profession may offer some clue as
to a future vocation in law. "I've
always liked the kind of teaching
or mentoring dimension to the
job," he says. "I rather like trying
to help people learn to do new
things. It's very satisfying, be-
cause you can watch people grow
and develop." Do I detect a future
Kenyon professor? Only time will
tell.
When he's not busy with
his work, Scherer enjoys reading
(his favorite book is Moby-Dick- ),
cooking and a particularly rigorous
hobby: running marathons.
"Tom is a complete fitness
fanatic," says Nugent.
"I do a little bit of distance
running," he says. "I'm cur-
rently training for the Flying Pig
Marathon in Cincinnati on May
6, but it may be that my friends
are injured and are pulling out, so
I don't know whether I'll actu-
ally do it." Though the president
,
is also a runner, Scherer says he
is an "early-out-of-b- ed lace-up-the-running-sh- oes
kind of guy,"
while Nugent likes to sleep in on
weekend mornings. When I agree,
he laughs and says, "then you and
she are a little more normal than I
am."
While his long work hours and
the hectic demands of his career
may evoke images of a hotshot
corporate lawyer, it is clear in the
way others describe him that the
things Scherer cares about most
are not material.
"He's a great friend to many
people, and he especially has a lot
of women friends," says Nugent. "I
think it's because he really listens
to people. I've always thought that
he could be a 'man's man' because
he is a very athletic person, but he
can also be really the classic '80s
cliche of the more sensitive side.
He's not afraid to talk about emo-
tions."
And what, in his opinion, do
Scherer's friends think of him?
"I think I'm a good listener, ac-
cessible, well-inform- ed and with
wide-rangin- g interests," he says.
But he adds mischievously,
"not to mention dashing, clever and
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Enough criticism! Today we commend
We've noticed that here at the Collegian, we spend a' good deal
of time criticizing individuals and decisions. But is it possible that
everything is really that bad on this campus?
After thoughtful review, we've discovered the answer is a resound-
ing "No." There is, in fact, a veritable laundry list of commendable
achievements that have gone practically unnoticed over the years.
First and foremost, it is an impressive decision to decide to cap
tuition costs. Why impose yearly increases of nearly six percent?
At that rate, next year's entering class might be paying upwards of
$46,000 by the time they graduate. By waylaying unnecessary plans
such as rolling billboards in dining halls and encouraging generous
donors to support academic improvements over plants that might only
get trampled in front of academic buildings not to say buildings so
costly to maintain they require their own endowment the College has
ensured that anyone who wants to might have the opportunity to amass
an unmanageable, instead of unfathomable, balance of student loans.
We would also like to commend those Safety and Security policies
which ask officers to abide by the spirit of the law over its letter. Why
should an otherwise law-abidi- ng student be able to park behind Ascen-
sion every Sunday except the third one in November? A little leeway
is certainly understandable. And on the other hand, why should cars
be permitted to park in fire lanes, conceivably imperiling the lives of
students, and wake up to find nothing more than a "Friendly Warning"
on their windshield? A fire lane is a fire lane. Consistency and clarity
is the key to any policy's success.
In the same vein, we do not wish to ignore the achievements of
students in striving to make Kenyon a better place for everyone. What
kind of haven for learning would we have if a mobile telephone were
allowed to ring in class? What kind of dining experience might we have
if students chose to have conversations about tequila in the middle of
a crowded servery? And what sorts of camaraderie would we miss out
on if the best epithet we could come up with for our opposing team was
"queer?" Not to speak of what might happen if we desecrated the name
of a famous and respected alumni by intoxicating ourselves mid-wee- k
in an event he (or she) has publicly denounced.
And speaking of student life, we would be amiss not to commend
the courtesy and considerateness with which students always treat one
another. Imagine the troubles that would arise on this Hill, where ev-
eryone lives so close together already, if students were to party without
concern for their neighbors' reasonable wishes for tranquility; if they
were to disrespect both College staff and Village residents so much as
to leave the trash from their parties for others to clean up; if they were
to display any less maturity than we see today.
And so, Kenyon, today the Collegian shall not criticize.
Of course, April 2 may be a different story.
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambicr, OH 43022
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As a junior here at Kenyon, this
is the third time I am watching our
campus participate in Take Back The
Night. TBTN is an international event
that has been held in the United States
since the mid 1970s, where men and
women unite to raise awareness about
sexual assault and domestic violence,
provide support to survivors, and
rally to symbolically "take back the
night."
During my freshman year I was
horrified by how aggressively this
event was implemented. Perhaps there
were some individuals who had their
awareness raised by sitting on the toilet
and reading that 35 of college males
surveyed said that they would commit
sexual assault if they knew they could
get away with it, but there were others
who could not walk past a tree or take
a piss without a constant reminder of
an assault committed against them.
In a previous year, paper cutouts of
"shadow people" were attached to
trees in order to symbolize rapists
who lurk in the dark and jump out
of bashes, despite the fact that 85
of sexual assaults are committed by
someone who the victim knows
I sensed that a message was sent
at the Speak-Out- s my freshman year
that standing up in front of the entire
school and sharing one's story demon-
strated an advanced stage of recovery,
whereas those who chose to stay silent
were not as "progressed" in their heal-
ing.
However, despite all the effort
to shock us into participating, when
Monday moming arrived, it was as if
nothing had happened
TBTN has come a long way since
my freshman year. Last year, a series
ofevents followed the Speak-Out- s and
TBTN was concluded with a carnival.
Awareness-raisin- g strategies were less
abrasive and participation in TBTN
now seems optional rather than forced.
I greatly appreciate the work that some
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defeated in one weekend
of my fellow students put into plan-
ning and executing TBTN each year.
For many students, TBTN helps them
heal , and for others, it is an opportunity
to voice their support. I was told that
usually one or two Judicial Board
hearings arise after TBTN.
While I recognize the many
positive effects that TBTN has on our
campus, I have also noticed negative
ramifications. TBTN is not by all or
for all: It assists some survivors in
their recovery while making others
feel intensely isolated. While some
survivors may benefit from a public
rally against sexual violence, for oth-
ers recovery is a thoroughly personal
process and so TBTN can cause them
to feel estranged from the subject that
they are in fact painfully familiar
with.
Theoretically, everyone who at-
tends the Speak-O- ut does so to show
unity against these crimes, but many
students are hardly supportive. Last
year, as a student was walking up to
the stage to speak, I heard sighs and
mumbling from a group of students
sitting behind me who were friends of
the student's assailant Another student
told me that she was talking with some
fraternity pledges who were required
to attend the Speak-Out- s and she was
struck by how these men did not even
really know what TBTN was they
were simply following instructions
from their fraternity. The assailant of
another anonymous student was sit-
ting in the audience last year while she
was standing at the podium recounting
what he did to her.
Support is often lacking from the
administration as well. Two years ago
a senior at the Speak-Out- s described
how she brought her assailant to Judi-
cial Board where he was found guilty
and dismissed from the college shortly
before he was supposed to graduate.
Despite being kicked out of school for
rape, the college allegedly granted him
a degree on the sly and he got a job as
a social worker.
Our Student Handbook reports
Jillfv tllll
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that there were no sexual assaults
in 2000-200- 1 and 2002-200- 3 school
years and only two in 2001-200- 2,
but anyone who has attended TBTN
Speak-Out- s in the past knows that
these numbers are fraudulently inac-
curate.
I am not denouncing Take Back
The Night, rather, I think people
should be aware of sexual assault
every day instead of paying lip ser-
vice to the cause one week out of the
year. Some administrators may get
involved in TBTN and listen respect-
fully at the Speak-Out- s, but the series
of zeros in the Student Handbook
is a slap in the face to survivors on
this campus. Kenyon's treatment
of sexual assault is nothing out of
the ordinary; colleges are economic
institutions that must preserve their
spotless reputations in order to keep
the money rolling in.
Worse, the sense of unity against
sexual violence that TBTN promotes
is a false impression. Sitting at Jake's
a couple months ago with a friend, I
overheard a freshman talking with a
fraternity member about how "Ken-
yon girls get ugly after their freshman
year." This is but one chauvinistic
comment I have heard from indi-
viduals associated with Greek life at
Kenyon. I do not believe that frater-
nities promote rape, but it seems they
occasionally sponsor TBTN events to
better their image, while comments
and attitudes akin to what I overheard
at Jake's are accepted if not encou-
ragedthroughout every week of the
year except for TBTN week.
TBTN is an excellent start toward
eradicating sexual assault at Kenyon,
but let's remember that it is only one
step. If we truly want to stop sexual
violence on this campus, if it is even
possible, attitudes must change and
we must be supportive and attentive
to those survivors close to us every
week of the year, not just one. I en-
courage people to examine their day-to-d- ay
behavior before lackadaisically
jumping on tlie TBTN bandwagon.
The "Cne tcp" Party SIicp!
305 South Gay Street Mt Vernon
740-397-53- 85
Limousine Service Tuxedo Rental Wedding
Center
Balloon Deliveries and Decor
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Even on defense, Bush is 'all hat and no cattle'
Macho rhetoric and war-drummi- ng cannot cover for president's failure to protect and serve the nation
BY KRIS LOFGREN
StafFColumist
We are still eight months
away from the presidential
election that will pit George
W. Bush against Massachu-
setts Senator John Kerry, but
from watching the campaigns
exchange jabs this week, you
would think the election were
tomorrow. The Bush campaign
has sought to define Kerry as a
wavering liberal lacking in prin-
ciple and conviction. The Kerry
campaign, on the other hand,'
has repeatedly hammered on the
numerous failures of the Bush ad-
ministration in everything from the
war on terror to the economy. While
Kerry's apparent inconsistencies can
often be traced to the discourse and
deal-maki- ng of being a United States
senator for 20 years, Bush's failures
have nowhere to hide.
As president, George W.
Bush should be held respon-
sible for the decisions taken by
his administration. Instead the
Bush campaign has tried to push
the public's attention away from
its own abysmal record toward
broad claims of patriotism and
machismo that do not stand un-
der even the slightest scrutiny.
Recent Bush-Chene- y televi-
sion ads have tried to paint Kerry
as weak on defense a charge
Republican senator and fellow
Vietnam veteran John McCain
Nader slam reveals the Democrats' 'Zorro complex'
Cynical populism has roots in aristocrat fantasies; Schwarzenegger and Edwards are also victims
BY MIKE LUDDERS
Opinions Page Editor
Before Spring Break, a lot
of bile ducts got a workout over
Ralph Nader entering this year's
presidential race. The unique an-
ger that hovers around this man's
politics reveals, I think, a lot more
than the Democratic party wants
articulated.
Examine the criticism sur-
rounding Nader, and to a lesser ex-
tent John Edwards in recent weeks:
He should get out. He'll split the
party and get Bush elected again.
He's an ugly little interference be-
cause he won't get behind Kerry
(or first, Dean). He's a plague on
the Left, on the populists and those
who care.
My question is, how does
Kerry (or Dean) get to become
a "populist" or "someone who
cares" in the first place, and why,
if the party and the Left "care" so
much about the struggle against
privilege, don't they get behind
Nader, who besides Edwards, is
the only non-aristocr- at in this
race, and the only man running
who made his own way, never
taking a public paycheck?
Perhaps it is because, as
was quick to take issue with.
Of the candidates, it is Kerry
who is calling for an increase
in the size of the military by two
divisions, not Bush.
It is Kerry who understands
that waging war is not a free en-
deavor something Deputy De-
fense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz
clearly underestimated when he
suggested the war would pay for
itself with the profits from Iraqi
oil wealth. Far from it the war
has already cost American tax-
payers over $120 billion.
Thus far Bush has done lit-
tle to prove he is a war president
of real substance. He may strut
his stuff across an aircraft car-
rier with jovial ease, but when
it comes to being a real friend
of today's soldier, the facts tell
the real story.
According to the Center
for American Progress, of the
12,000 Humvees in Iraq and
Afghanistan today, over 10.000
lack adequate armor to keep
soldiers protected from small
arms fire, grenades and roadside
bombs. These types of attacks
are taking the lives of nearly 40
Americans each month. Many
of these combat deaths could be
prevented, yet the Bush admin-
istration has made no effort to
include an upgrade in the pro-
posed budget for 2005.
On the international stage,
Kerry has pledged to work
Howard Dean at least had the
wisdom to touch on, traditional
Democrats really don't like poor
people. I mean, they don't quote
poetry, they have no fashion sense,
no taste in music, a lot of them
tend to be religious which is
icky and they tend to focus on
things like their dirty jobs and their
dirty families instead of important
things like art, culture and politics.
Most of them probably don't
even know why they need to be
liberated. If, as Clemenceau said,
war is too important to be left to
generals, then populism is surely
too important to be left to the un-
sophisticated populace.
If this characterization seems
extreme, I urge you to exam-
ine the language used to attack
Nader, Edwards and opponents
like Arnold Schwarzenegger.
When Gray Davis went on Let-term- an
to poke fun at Arnold, he
mocked his immigrant accent, his
job as a bodybuilder how low-
brow! and gave him sarcastic
instructions on how to care for
a silk sofa. When Nader hit the
news this year, he was called
"that little pennypincher," "that
hick," "classless," and he's told to
"go back to the car lot where he
with allies and the United Na-
tions in order to get some as-
sistance with the heavy burden
of nation-buildin- g in Iraq. For
Bush, however, the nuances of
real diplomacy are simply too
much. As a result, instead of
counting on the muscle of a
broad coalition of able allies
who could provide a respite
for American soldiers, America
will call the Army's 3rd Infantry
Division which led the charge
into Iraq a year ago to return
to Iraq by Thanksgiving 2004.
The Bush administration
has done backflips to redefine
the threat posed by Saddam
Hussein from that of an "im-
mediate threat" from weapons
of mass destruction as de-
scribed by Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld to Bush's
extraordinarily flimsy 2004
State of the Union description
of Iraq's capabilities as, "weap-
ons of mass destruction-relate- d
program activities." The revi-
sionism is breathtaking.
On the home front, the
Bush administration has gone to
tremendous lengths to hide the
human costs of the war in Iraq.
While a majority of Americans
still believe the war was justi-
fied, perhaps they would better
understand the great sacrifices
their military is making if the
Bush administration allowed
the press to photograph the
came from" by independent com-
mentators, the Times, Newsweek,
and MoveOn.org. Edwards gets a
more subtle treatment, as he gets
brushed off for that "nice work" he
did at his day job and the "boyish
charm" "that accent" gives him.
This also marks him as "immature"
and "not quite right for the job."
Compare this to the almost
constant stream of jargon about
"helping the common man" and
"being the worker's friend" spewed
out by New England superelites
like Kerry and Dean and the trend
becomes clear: in this party, the
common man is appreciated only
when he's a figure of speech, and
unseen. Similarly, the nasty term
"privileged" is saved not for those
who are rich, but for those who
are rich by "undignified" means,
such as private enterprise.
The comparison which re-
ally draws this picture is between
Kerry and Schwarzenegger's mari-
tal lives. Both married heiresses to
old and wealthy families. Arnold
however, was wealthy under his
own power long before, and had
to climb the social ladder up from
Rung One to make his union pos-
sible. Kerry, on the other hand,
was actually marrying down the
repatriation ceremonies of
dead soldiers that take place
every few days at Dover Air
Force Base in Delaware. In-
stead the public has been kept
in the dark about the hardships
of the armed forces. The 20
spike in military suicides is
beyond troubling, but do not
hold your breath waiting for
the Bush administration to act
against the dwindling morale
of combat soldiers.
When Bush accepted his
party's nomination in 2000,
he quipped, "Our military is
low on parts, pay and morale.
If called on by the commander-in-chie- f
today, two entire divi-
sions of the Army would have
to report, 'Not ready for duty,
Sir.'" It was that same Army
that routed the Taliban less
than a year and a half later and
took down Saddam Hussein's
regime in a lightning-quic- k
three weeks. But due to the
unwillingness of the Bush
administration to work with
America's allies, pay the troops
what they deserve and bring
them home according to the
military's established rotation
schedule, today's Army is the
one that is stretched too thin,
has low morale and would have
to report unready for duty.
And it appears the terror-
ists are catching on, as well.
The al-Qaeda-li- nked group
first time, and was unemployed
for the better part of two years,
living off her money, before he di-
vorced and married someone even
wealthier. Yet it is Arnold to whom
MoveOn.org refers as "elitist" and
"opportunistic:" rhetoric the Demo-
crats clung to the whole time they
fought him in California.
This all leads me to believe
that the current Grand New Party
is suffering from a severe case of
'Zorro Complex.' They love the
old self-satisfi- ed myth about the
populist aristocrat: the enlight-
ened, educated patrician who
leads the poor man's war against
his fellow rich. It's an old story,
and told under many names. The
key to it is the it precludes the
poor leading their own revolu-
tion, or deciding what to do for
themselves, which would just
be ugly, and unromantic. It also
makes sure to see the poor as a
faceless, Marxist mob - a big bag
of needs, without individuals,
without honor, without thoughts.
The Zorro myth always in-
cludes the hero using some kind
of alias, so he dosen't have to
forfeit his stash or status, because
... well just because. I dare say
this myth is popular among the
that claimed responsibility
for bombings in Turkey, Iraq
and Spain recently endorsed
Bush's re-electi- on effort, sug-
gesting that Bush's aggressive
and abrasive attitude in deal-
ing with allies and enemies
alike had made it easier for
them to succeed. The group
suggested a Kerry presidency
would be tougher to fight
against because, unlike Bush,
Kerry would actively work to
rally the world to America's
side against terrorism.
In a statement directed at
Bush, the Abu Hafs al-Ma- sri
Brigades explained how a
Kerry administration would
lead to the slow death of their
cause: "Kerry will kill our na-
tion while it sleeps because he
and the Democrats have the
cunning to embellish blasphe-
my and present it to the Arab
and Muslim nation as civiliza-
tion. Because of this we desire
Bush to be elected."
Let's help our military,
our standing in the world and
our prospect for real secu-
rity by supporting a candidate
who understands that faux pa-
triotism isn't enough to keep
America safe.
Let's use our "cunning to
embellish blasphemy" a bit
more and keep our enemies
on the run. America will be a
safer place because of it.
Democrat elite media artists,
old family politicos, many college
students for the same reasons. It
allows them to feel fine having ev-
erything they say should be taken
from others. As if "rob the rich and
give to the poor" is anything but an
excuse to rob someone, and make
someone else your dependant any-
way.
The first virtue that matters
in any democracy is that of the
electorate's personal self-honest-y.
If a citizen opposes a candidate for
her stances, history or personality,
then that citizen's politic is honest
and her vote will reflect the real
will of the electorate. If, on the
other hand, too many turn to vot-
ing based on their imagined place
in some political mythology, some
scheme of "good clan-ba- d clan"
ideal worship, then they take two
giant steps backwards. The first
step removes the individuality
of their candidates, the second
step removes their own. That's
no way to run America. I'll be a
Republican only when I'm con-
vinced John Jay cared about with
whom I spend my naked time, but
this Nader controversy ultimately
reminds me of why I could never
be a Democrat.
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Events Around Ohio
Gallerv Hop
Sdlurda) April 3, 6-1- 0 p. m.
Short North galleries. Columbus
The Circle of Bliss:
Buddhist Meditalional Art
Through April 7
Columbus Museum of Art
(ill 221-484- 8
Splat Boom lm! The Influence of
Cartoons in Contemporary Arl
April 1 Alay 2
TheWexner Center for the Arts
Belmont Building
330 West Spring Street, Columbus
(614) 292-353- 5
Theatre
The Shorls Festival '04
April 2-2- 6
CATCO
Riffe Center Theatre Complex
77 S. High Street, Columbus











Cohecd and Cambria W Raincr Maria
April 7
Newport Music Hall
1722 N. High Street, Columbus
(614) 461-548- 3
Meridian Marketplace is dedicated to offering
unique and memorable items from around the
world. We support the aspirations of entrepre-
neurs and small businesses located in regions
of conflict or in developing economies.
Please visit our web site at:
www.meridianmarketplace.com
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NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY
Colorado College Summer Session offers a full
on-camp- us curriculum dunng trie summer p--
offering courses from Chemistry to
Photography, from Astronomy to K
Women's Studies and more
International courses take place all over the f
world, including Senegal, Italy France, Spam,
Mexico, Ecuador, and many other places -
Study with national fy and internationally known
working proiessionais in uie drib, buci
and humanities
FvHnrp th area nurrinors while vou learn
many courses have substantial field trips in and
around Colorado and trie boutnwesi
We're waiting for you!
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Singer, songwriter Bari Koral hits the Horn Gallery
BY TED HORN1CK
StafTWriter
Bari Koral is a talented young
Long Island-bor- n musician with
a unique style and two albums
under her belt. Performing since
1995, the sassy young chanteuse
brings her act to the Horn Gal-
lery this Saturday. I had a chance
to talk to her about her history in
entertainment her future plans,
and her problems with American
Idol.
Koral's career in entertain-
ment began when she worked in
a number of off-Broadw- ay musi-
cals. While attending Syracuse
University, Koral discovered rock
music and decided to start strum-
ming a guitar. Since then, she has
collaborated with artists such as
Lisa Loeb, India. Arie, Norah
Jones and Jeff Buckley, sold more
than 3,000 records and has been
named one of the Village Voice's
"Most Likely to Succeed."
Saturday's performance
marks the end of Koral's latest
tour. Her plans for afterwards?
Drive home and finish her latest
record. The new album is, in her
words "me ... really me,"- - and a




There is something entirely
magical about Jim Sheridan's
In America, a deeply personal
work about an Irish family im-
migrating to America. Father
Johnny (Paddy Considine, 24
Hour Party People) carries his
wife, Sarah (Samantha Morton,
Sweet and Lowdown), and two
daughters, Christy and Ariel
(Sarah and Emma Bolger),
into New York City with a de- -
sire to give his family a better
life. The family, though, is still
struggling with the death of a
son, Frankie, and the move to
America may be an attempt to
leave behind the painful trag-
edy.
In a hot New York sum-
mer, Johnny works while Sarah
and the girls explore their sur-
roundings. Christy and Ariel
befriend the seemingly mad
starving artist downstairs,
Mateo (Djimon Hounsou,
Amistad). Dying of AIDS,
Mateo feels as alienated from
the outside world as the immi-
grant family, and he fuels his
artwork with frustration and
rage.
In America expands on this
idea of aliens and alienization
within American society. John-
ny and his family are outsiders,
but so is Mateo and so are the
junkies and prostitutes in their
building. Mateo tells the girls,
"This house isn't haunted; it's
a magic house," speaking not
only of their decrepit complex
but also of the city. Immigrants
and aliens alike founded
Bari Koral, back by popular demand,
voice for which Koral has spent a
long time searching.
I asked her about her artistic
goals. Currently, she's working
on Confessions of an Indiegirl,
a comedic story of the trials of a
small-tim- e rock star's adventures.
She thinks it definitely has the po-
tential to be a movie. Although
she says she doesn't have to be in
it, but she does want to do most
of the soundtrack.
One of the most interest-
ing statements Koral offered
on fame and her goals was that
she has been able to appreciate
everything she's earned because
America, making one wonder
if anyone can truly call such a
place their "home."
Jim Sheridan's previous
work The Boxer, In the Name
of the Father) is "personal"
in the sense that it explored
issues going on in his native
Ireland, but here Sheridan is
at his finest. Sheridan tells of
immigration not unlike his own
journey, down to the death of
his brother, Frankie. The touch-
ing screenplay was nominated
for an Oscar for Best Original
Screenplay, and both Morton
and Hounsou were nominated
for their acting performances.
In addition, Hounsou was
honored with an Independent





There may be better docu-
mentaries, but none captures
the American dream quite
like Steve James' epic Hoop
Dreams. It profiles two young
men, William Gates and Arthur
Agee, on their quest to play
professional basketball. Wil-
liam and Arthur are two gifted
prospects, and they hope to
make it to high school at St.
Joseph's High in Chicago. This
means a 90-minu- te commute
to and from school, but this
is the storied high school that
launched such NBA legends as
Isaiah Thomas. Both are willing
to make the sacrifice.
But the quest of William
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will play at the Horn this Saturday.
of how it has come to her. Rather
than waking up a superstar, Koral
has gradually earned a fan base
that she hopes she will be able to
expand. Her first goal was simply
a car with a cup holder. Now it's
a tour bus. Fame can't be too far
behind. She cites Patti Smith,
the Grateful Dead and Chrissie
Hynde as major influences, and
her dreams of collaborating with
Stevie Wonder or Van Morrison.
"They have golden voices to
me ... they are artists that don't
sound like anyone else," she
said.
About touring, Koral empha- -
of this film. It speaks on many
aspects of American culture,
from race and class to compe-
tition and the nature of sports
in society.
Working with over 250
hours of film, James and his
crew show the highs and lows
of these young men's lives,
from making the cut into St.
Joe's to drug deals happening
at the ends of street courts.
The poignancy doesn't come
from some contrived screen-
play, but from the reality of
the film.
This isn't a typical sports
film. In films like Hoosiers or
The Natural, the end result is
essentially known. The David
figure will rise to the chal-
lenge, and he will strike down
his own personal Goliath.
But Hoop Dreams isn't
about heroes, at least not
those typecast in other films.
There is no guarantee that ei-
ther of these young men will
succeed the odds are incred-
ibly against them, in fact.
But other heroes emerge.
Arthur's mother earns less
than $300 a month, yet she
manages not only to provide
for herself and her son, but
she also manages to put her-
self through nursing school.
There is an intense drive
within all these people, a de-
sire to succeed and become
"something" in this world.
Whether it is on the court
or in the city, the drive for
success is undeniably pow-
erful. Hoop Dreams does its
best to capture just that.
Brian Schiller
sized how it has helped her devel-
op her style. Spending extensive
time performing in the Midwest
has helped her form a balance she
calls a "Manhattan sound with an
impeachable heart." The energy
of the music meshes well with the
intensity of Koral's vocals. At the
most basic level, her songs are
catchy. However, there is also a
depth to the lyrics that makes it
easier to listen again and absorb
the messages Koral presents; She
also said touring is difficult be-
cause of how it forces you to be
away from home, and it is a strain
on relationships. Koral admitted
the long tour had left her "a little
homesick." Fortunately, while on
tour "your only responsibilities
are driving and playing," and Ko-
ral said she has the confidence to
"win over any audience."
Koral also said there are
many benefits and difficulties
attached to being a woman in
performing. Currently, she
views the pop music scene as
dominated by Britney Spears and
other artists coming from the per-
spective that sex sells. The "bar
is raised to be a beauty pageant
... I'm not an ugly duckling, but





This coming weekend many
of Kenyon 's talented musicians will
show off their talent in a series of
performances. On Friday night, the
Cornerstones will hold their spring
concert This Saturday Elton Hartney
'04 will sing in his senior recital. Tues-
day, Dave Flaherty '04 will perform in
his senior percussion recital.
Cornerstones concert
Kenyon's Cornerstones will be
performing tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
Brandi Recital Hall. This concert
promises to be especially enjoyable,
drawing as it does from a diverse mix
of artists, which includes Caedmon's
Call, Guster, Dave Matthews even
MC Hammer. The seniors in the
group, Katherine Walpole and
Andy B-- Z Williams, will perform a
special number, and the group is also
introducing a new member, Lauren
Hauser '07, soon to perform a lead
role in the upcoming Kenyon pro-
duction of the opera lolanthe.
"The concert should be a really
good time, and we're really excited
about it," says Walpole.
Elton Hartney senior recital
Many people know Elton
Hartney '04 besides Hartney 's
many musical accomplishments
(Chamber Singers, Harcourt Parish
Choir, Opera Workshop), he is also a
Bolton Player and the manager of the
Black Box Theater. This Saturday,
Hartney 's musical studies at Kenyon
will culminate with his senior recital,
half of which will be solo voice and
half conducting. The first half pres
The Kenyon Collegian 1 1





She also considered the leg-
acy of past artists such as George
Harrison, admiring them for writ-
ing "lasting songs" but wonder-
ing if any of today's artists would
do the same. Similarly, she cri-
tiqued American Idol, calling
the music that's come out of it
"chocolate bars: after too much
candy, you're going to crash."
Koral's advice for aspiring
artists? "Have high standards.
That'll keep you working and
keep you humble. If you have
to be a musician, aim high."
She said those who don't want to
make a living performing can and
should still play for themselves.
"Being a singersongwriter is like
running for president," she said
"Persevere!"
ents Hartney the solo baritone, who
will sing a variety of pieces ranging
from Handel to Mozart to Schumann.
Adrienne Boris '07 will appear in a
duet from Mozart's Don Giovanni,
and Hartney will be accompanied
throughout the program by Wal-
pole.
The second half will feature
Hartney the conductor, with his
choral ensemble of Beth Ko-zlows- ki
'05, Rachel Wolfson '06,
Diana Carroll '04, Tim Chenette
'05, and Steven Bartek '04. The
ensemble will perform three 20th
century pieces: a Hartney arrange-
ment of Nature Boy, a challenging
Hindemith piece called Judaskuss,
and a piece by Steven Bartek, Lux
Aeterna, written especially for this
group. The concert will be Satur-
day at Brandi Recital Hall at 2 p.m.
Dave Flaherty senior recital
Percussionist Dave Flaherty,
is performing his senior recital
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
During his years at Kenyon, Fla-
herty has been involved in a Jazz
Ensemble, Symphonic Wind En-
semble, and Percussion Ensemble
and student bands such as Cypher
Divine, The Tequila Donkey
Project, Rocktet and 'Frohawk.
Flaherty will perform an
eclectic mix of pieces, from Bach
to Radiohead to British electronica
artist Aphex Twin to Flaherty's
own composition. Whether deeply
interested in the intricacies of eon-tempora- ry
drum pieces, intrigued
by the idea of Bach violin pieces
being played on the marimba, or
just lover of music, this con-
cert should prove entertaining.
J




Joel Barish and Clementine
Kruczynski have just met ex-
cept they've already been in
and out of love with each other.
They are trying to figure one
another out except they al-
ready did that once, and didn't
like what they found. Joel and
Clementine are going to fall in
love except they both swore
they never, ever wanted to love
each other again:
And so begins, or ends,
the latest, fantasy from writer
Charlie Kaufman, The Eternal
Sunshine of a Spotless Mind.
More personally affecting
than Being John Malkovich
but less ironic than Adapta-
tion, Kaufman's ode to un-remember- ing
connects more
universally to his audience
than either of his previous
creations. For all the times
we wish we could "just for-
get," we now have a caution-
ary tale about why memory is
as much a necessary evil as
heartbreak. It's an "if loving
you is wrong, I don't want to
be right" conundrum infused
with Kaufman-bran- d reality-bendin- g
and contained by the
earnest direction of Michel
Gondry.
The plot centers on ev-erym- an
Joel's (Jim Carrey)
discovery that he has been
erased from his girlfriend's
Modern hip-ho- p has
BY DAN ALPER
Music Critic
Eight years ago, DJ Shadow
attempted to state his dissatis-
faction with the current state of
hip-ho- p, or at least mainstream
popular hip-ho- p. Shadow used
a 43-seco- nd snippet of a jazz
break, entitled "Why Does Hip
Hop Suck in '96," to make his
point. A floating, ethereal
voice came in and declared
simply, "It's the money." Eight
years later, it appears that most
hip-hoppe- rs have not learned
anything from DJ Shadow.
Nowadays, most rap re-
cords fit into a formula, strictly
designed to appeal to as many
audiences as possible and.cash
the most checks, leaving art-
istry and actual creativity by
the wayside in the quest for
the almighty dollar. Instead of
crafting something original and
from the heart, or actually tak-
ing chances, most mainstream
hip-hoppe- rs cater to the lowest
common denominator and at-
tempt to make off with the most
loot. Over the years, most artists
in the game have shifted their
concentration away from "What
is really saying something?" to
"What will get me on the ra-
dio?" or "Who is popular right
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Dr. Mierzwiak (Tom Wilkinson) and
Joel Barish (Jim Carrey) through the
memory by a company that of-
fers the service for individuals
who can't move past a painful
relationship. The Lacuna Com-
pany is directed by Dr. Howard
Mierzwaik (Tom Wilkinson),
who convinces Joel to do
the same with her. Although
he plays the "mad scientist"
in the fantastical part of this
story, Howard is really the
sanest of all the characters for
most of the film though one
great transgression does come
back to haunt him later. The
flashback scenes of Joel and
Clementine's (Kate Winslet)
deterioration are so despair-
ingly painful that Howard's
now that I can bite?"
Take 50 Cent, for example.
This is a guy who claims that
he's the "hardest from N.Y."
and gained a large part of his
reputation as the dude who
got shot nine times and lived
to tell and rap about it.
While his album did have lots
of the gangster posturing and
gunfire sound effects you'd
expect from any half decent
"gangsta" album, what was
the second single? "21 Ques-
tions," a duet with Nate Dogg
about playing-trut- h or-da- re with
a female. This is the hardest guy
around?
And it only got worse with
G-Un- it. He's running around
talking about wanting to make
ladies smile, and wanting to get
to know them and all kinds of
crazy stuff. Now don't get me
wrong, I have absolutely noth-
ing against making women or
anyone, for that matter smile,
and I have no real beef with
love records per se, although
99 of them turn out to be
horrifically cheesy. But I buy
your records to indulge in my
gangster fantasies, not to hear
you be a smooth mack. There
arc only a few hardcore rap-
pers around who can pull these
songs off without it sounding
emotional
movies.yahoo.com
Mary (Kristen Dunst), chase
maze of his memories.
justification for the Lacuna
process doesn't come off too
ghastly in context.
A solid, grab-ba- g sup-
porting cast of Mark Ruffalo,
Kirstin Dunst and Elijah Wood
consitute Howard's staff at La-
cuna. Ruffalo plays Stan, the
technician in charge of the
actual procedure. Stan stays
at Joel's apartmen overnight
and monitors Joel's brain ac-
tivity when he sleeps. When a
memory of Clementine pops
up on the radar, Stan deletes
it. This is where Kaufman's
magician's hand creeps in,
for we see Joel in the actual
memories with Clementine as
sold out,
like a blatant attempt for radio
play and record sales Biggie
and Tupac jump immediately to
mind.
No one, at least in main-
stream hip-ho- p, appears to
want to make albums anymore.
Except in the most rare cases,
it seems like there's such a
simple formula for creating
hip-ho- p records, I could pro-
duce most of them: two songs
for the "streets," two songs
for the club, two songs for the
ladies, two songs calling out
other wack rappers, two songs
calling out all the people with
whom you have beef, a few skits
and it's rap. It's utterly ridic-
ulousand utterly deadening to
listen to. In the April 2004 issue
of VIBE, Nas used the occasion
of the 10-ye- ar anniversary of
the release of his debut album
Illmatic one of the best hip-ho- p
albums ever and made
clear the differences inherent
between that classic and today's
rap market: "There are no songs
to grab a certain market like
this is my party record, this is
my up-tcm- po recorded. It's just
a straight album," he said.
There are a handful of art-
ists out there who actually do
strive to make cohesive albums
and refuse to be boxed in by any
tale about
Stan tries to extract her from
them. In this way Joel relives
the most tender and the most
wrenching of his memories
with Clementine, and decides
too late that he would rather
live with the bad ones than
lose them altogether.
Kate Winslet does a win-
ning job of playing the woman
who will both make and break
a man's world the moment he
meets her. Sheis hard to either
love or hate, but this means we
don't care. Unfortunately, the
American accent may never
find its way out of Winslet's
mouth comfortably, especially
wrapped around the language
of spunky misfit Clementine.
But that is quite possibly
irrelevant to audiences that
Kate Winslet and Jim Carrey star in
says Alper
kind of formula or restrictions,
such as Outkast, Atmosphere,
and Kanye West. And there are
artists out there who do take
some time and thought into
what they create and give the
listener an invigorating audio
experience Outkast, Kanye,
Common, Mos Def, Talib
Kweli, Brother Ali, etc. Far
too often, most rappers in the
game are far too content to ride
the coattails of what is popular
or cater to the lowest common
denominator in an attempt to
cash in the most. This explains
the current success of Lil' Jon,
and the success of No Limit
and Cash Money Records in
the past you certainly didn't
have to be a genius, let alone
really care about hip-ho- p, to un-
derstand what they were saying
and shake your booty.
DJ Shadow was right eight
years ago, and he's more right
than ever today. All that true hip-ho- p
fans can hope for is that more
artists follow in the footsteps of
Outkast and Kanye and actually
try to take chances and create
heartfelt and emotional music,
rather than simply handing a
forkload of money over to the
Neptimes to produce a cookie-cutte- r
hit record and laugh all
the way to the bank.
memory
will delight in seeing some-
one be the weirder Jim Carrey.
Carrey performs admirably in
a more serious role. He gets
to exercise his comedic muscle
in a couple childhood memory
scenes, but mostly Carrey just
gets by with getting by. That's
what Joel's life was before he
met Clementine, and at many
points that was what their re-
lationship was as well.
Kaufman aims for a
modest revelation with an
ambitious means of getting
there. We aren't always sure
with Kaufman movies where
the revelation lies, but here
it's fairly mapped out. One
shouldn't mind him doing the
work for us this time, though.







or a music lover?
Then you need to get down
to GamcScapc, where they
have over 5,000 different new
and used titles to choose from
along with great prices.
Video Games Starring at .99
Movies Starting at .99
and Music Starting at .99
And If its not on the shelves
they can order it for you. even
those hard to find games,
movies, or music cd't,
BUY SELL TRADE
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Pieces of human flesh, explo-
sions of light and six-fo- ot figures
run the walls of Olin Gallery this
week. Feel free to stare the
images are the culminating exer-
cises of senior studio-ar- t majors
Kristin Covi, Pablo Poffald and
Angie Willoughhy.
The three shows confront the
viewer with the emotional and
mental (Willoughhy), the spiritual
(Poffald) and the physical (Covi).
Willoughhy "s "If We Cry Now"
exposes her interpretation of the
five most potent emotions of a
bipolar individual in five life-siz- e
or larger digitally manipulated
photographs. Willoughby, also a
psychology major, said she arrived
at her interpretation for the project
by reflecting on her own experi-
ence with the disorder, as well as
through reading and talking with
others about their experiences.
"Everyone feels the same
emotions that bipolar people do,
they just don't feel it in extremes,"
said Willoughby. "So I wanted to
make something that people could
look at and relate to."
Each photograph hangs in six-fo- ot
by two-fo- ot monochromatic
strips, illuminated by a row of
colored-light- s, coded to coordi-
nate with emotions. Depression,
mania, support, disphoria, and
loss of control are illuminated,
respectively, by yellow (illness),
green (jealousy), red (hostility),
blue (sadness) and black and white
(serenity).
For example, the piece repre-
senting mania shows a girl squat-
ting down with her hands in her
hair and is lit by green to tinge
the emotion with jealousy. Wil-
loughby finds this to be the most
successful of her images.
"I think that aesthetically it's
well-balance- d, and it conveys an
intense emotion, she said, "and I
really like that the face is covered
in that one, so it kind of hides
the identity of the person." Wil-
loughby added that she dressed all
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Senior artists have personal connections with
BY JESSE LEWIN
A&E Editor
Last week's senior art show
was the first in a series that will
continue for the rest of the se-
mester. All senior art majors are
required to put on an individual
show. Seniors Jeremiah Thomp-
son, Alexis Pace and Cynthia
Brinich-Langlo- is had their
work displayed last week.
Thompson's show, "Bone
Deep," aims to connect its
content with a variety of differ-
ent mediums, said Thompson.
Through a series of digital
prints and charcoal drawings,
Thompson constructed, two-dimensio- nal
pieces that represent
various stages and occupations
show in Olin features sculptures, prints
her models generically in a white
top and black pants to show that
it could be anybody who has the
disorder.
Despite the intensity of the
subject matter, Willoughby said
the most difficult part of the
process was the technical aspect
of putting the pieces together for
display.
Covi, artist of "Interface,"
also said that the hardware, not
the subject matter, was the most
difficult part of her work.
"Once you get going with
the creative stuff, you don't want
to stop. It totally consumes you,"
she said. "Once you start making a
piece ... it becomes what you think
about all the time. You wake up
in the morning and think, 'I can't
wait to put that next layer on and
see what happens.' "
Covi's show consists of seven
portrayals of skin, magnified to
show variations in pigmentation,
scarring or wounds. The work
was done in encaustic, a medium
in which wax is mixed with pig-
ment and different chemicals, then
heated for painting or for layered
pouring into board, which is what
Covi used. "Some of the thicker
ones have 15-2- 0 layers of wax;
some of the smaller ones have
four or five," she said.
Covi said she began using
the medium when she picked up
candle-makin- g supplies at Wal-Ma- rt
one day, planning on using
them for a painting, and not even
realizing that there are artists who
concentrate in encaustic. Covi
said she likes the wax look for the
project because it creates a sense
of awe or wonderment about the
object. "There's no evidence of
my touch, no brush strokes or
pencil lines," she said. "The
pieces look just like objects in
the world."
.Covi got the idea for the
works after seeing an Elinor
Carucci photograph of a zipper
imprint in skin ,and then she de-
veloped her own interest in the
"subjectivity of sensation."





examines the relationship be-
tween land and water. Brinch-Langlo- is
said the toughest part of
putting on the show was creating
"a cohesive show with some
idea that connects all the piec-
es." To find a cohesive theme,
Brinch-Langlo- is turned to her
personal interest in biology and
the evolution of the organism
from water to land. Most of the
pieces displayed were "intaglio
prints" which depict marine
environments, and sculptures,
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Pablo PofFald's Work is on display this
our sensory experiences ... sort
of conceptually referencing this
uncommunicable subjectivity be-
tween people which has always
been fascinating for me," she
said. For Covi, it is this concept
which makes the work person-
ally resonate. But the viewer, she
said, must first just want to look
at the work.
"I wanted these objects to
be beautiful and formal and also
... to be gross, jarring for the
viewer, she said. I wanted to
push that tension and that's what
draws you in what keeps you
there are the formal qualities." .
Covi said that throughout the
whole project, the experimental,
problem-solvin- g aspects of
working in encaustic kept her
thoroughly engaged.
Experimentation also serves
as a source of inspiration for
Pablo Poffald, artist of "Bodies
of Light." "I've always had an
interest in playing with material
and seeing what kind of things
materials can do," he said.
Poffald chose oil on wood
as the medium for his eight-pa- rt
series of four-fo- ot by four-fo- ot
colorful splattered, chaotic
paintings. The paintings were
inspired, Poffald said, by an
interest in Buddhism that began
of Pace's show, features clay
sculptures, drawings, paintings
and large sculptures. The sculp-
tures were unique body molds
emerging from an ocean or a
bed of automotive putty. Pace
felt the pieces she used in her
show "were the most honest in
depicting emotions and move-
ment." Pace has an emotional
connection with her favorite
piece "a very small, barely
noticeable pencil drawing of
her winking over her shoul-
der." Pace describes herself as a
compulsive winker and said her
boyfriend told her that her wink-
ing was like "a kiss from across
the room." Her boyfriend's com-
ment inspired her to create this
work.
week in Olin Art Gallery.
in high school and expanded to
an exploration of spirituality and
mysticism. "Overall, the paint-
ings just kind of deal with what
I see as archetypal and cosmic
forces, which are kind of un-
fathomable and metaphorical,
but still potent," said Poffald.
The title "Bodies of Light"
comes from Poffald 's interest in
light as a metaphor in so many
religions for example, as the
luminescence of the enlightened
mind, or light of God. "Light
sort of defies our conception
of what it might be in that
it's very amorphous and hard
to make concrete sense of. It
just defies our expectations,"
said Poffald. "That's why its
so spiritual. Compassion, like
light, is limitless, and doesn't
need to distinguish between this
type of person and this type of
person. Light shines on every-
thing equally."
Poffald explained that his
use of color echoes this in that
he didn't worry about where
individual colors would go, but
let them land like light, wherever
they wanted to land.
Within Poffald's paintings,
and layered among the colors of
light, are images that relate to the
narrative of the whole piece, he
; n .y;y
Cynthias Brinich-Langloi- s' work
' -
Kevin Guckes
said. "It's an allegorical story of
spiritual progress a protagonist
that's an artist who goes from a
human being trying to be an art-
ist, to becoming spiritually and
artistically whole ... to becom-
ing enlightened," he said. Short
descriptions a few lines long ac-
company each work and guide the
viewer through the story.
Poffald was inspired to do
this work by Zen ox-herdi- ng
pictures, which portray a similar
metaphorical narrative on spiri-
tuality.
But Poffald doesn't think
the narrative is necessary for the
viewer to appreciate the work.
"For me," he said, "a lot the
importance is in the intention of
the work. In the end, I think if my
intent is sincere and my focus is,
for instance, spiritual ... I think in
some way it will come out to the
viewer. I think imagery works on
a sub conscious level that we're
not even really aware of."
Poffald said the project
taught him to remember the worth
of spontaneity, child-lik- e creativ-
ity and learning to let everyday
life take the path it takes, without
interference.
All three exhibits will be on




was featured in last week's art show.
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Ladies Lax heads west, takes two out of three in L.A.
BY TAMAR CHALKER
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon College Ladies
Lacrosse team has logged many
travel miles this month. They started
by flying to Los Angeles during spring
break, where they played against Whit-ti- er
College, the University ofRedlands
and Claremont College. This past
weekend, the road trips continued, as
the Ladies hopped on a bus for the long
trek to Baltimore, where they played
against Notre Dame. (MD)
The Ladies started the season off
well, beating Whittier and Redlands 9-- 8
and 8-- 4, respectively, before losing
1
The Ladies return from sunny California to open their home schedule this
Lords and
Emig honored as outdoor season begins
BY LIAM HAGGERTY
Sports Editor
All work and no play makes
you a member of the Kenyon Lords
Track Team. At least, that thought
must have gone through the minds
of the members of the team as they
saw their indoor season come to an
end, only to set their sights on the
outdoor season which began soon
afterwards.
The Lords' indoor season came
to an end March 6th, as the squad
headed to the 2004 North Coast
Athletic Conference Championship.
Despite only amassing only 3 1 team
points and finishing in ninth place,
there was still much to be excited
about for the Lords. Capping off
the meet was the announcement
that Lords senior Aaron Emig had
been named the NCAC's Outstand-
ing Middle Distance Runner of the
Year. Emig celebrated by capturing
the individual conference champion-
ship in the 1 ,500-met- er race, taking
first place with a time of 4:00.70.
Not willing to settle for runner
of the year honors, and an individual
championship in the 1,500 meters,
Emig, this time with the help of soph-
omore teammates Rich Bartholomew,
Zach Rosen and Sean Strader, captured
the championship in the Distance Med-
ley. The quartet from Kenyon finished
the event in 10:41.72.
In addition to Emig's perfor-
mances, another Lord who made
a significant impact to the final
tally was freshman Ryan Weinstock.
Competing in the 3000-met- er race,
Weinstock clocked in at 15:52.53,
a tough game to Claremont 17-- 5.
This past weekend the Ladies came
out hard and scored the most goals
they have in this season, but still
came up on the short side, losing
15-1- 3 in overtime.
In their first action of the sea-
son against Whittier, the Ladies
found themselves trailing 5-- 3 at
the half, but goals by senior Annie
Huntoon and junior Nell Baird put
Kenyon on equal ground with the
Poets. Sophomore Kaley Bell then
took over and scored three of the
Ladies final four goals, including
the game-winne- r. The Ladies de-





good enough for a third place finish
overall. Competing with Weinstock
in the same event was junior captain
Tyler Newman who finished tenth.
The unscored Charlotte 49er
Classic, held at the University of
North Carolina-Charlot- te, was a
chance for all participants to re-
member what it's like to race outside
again and get their feet wet before the
outdoor season really begins. Aside
from being an unscored meet, it was
also an early test for the Lords, as the
meet included teams from all NCAA
divisions.
The Lords' best performance
of the meet was Emig's 1 1th place
finish in the 1 ,500-met- er race, as he
completed it in a time of 5:59.55.
Emig shined again in the 3,000-met- er
race, as he placed 18th by
finishing in 8:56.67. Teammate
Bartholomew joined him in that
race, crossing the line in 9:03.96, for
a 28th place finish. In the 3000-met- er
steeplechase, Newman finished 13th
with a time of 10:01.21.
The outdoor season kicked
into a higher gear this past week-
end, as the Lords competed in their
first scored meet of the season, the
College of Wooster Invitational.
Stepping up for the Lords, and
leading them on their way to a
twelfth place team finish, was
freshman Matt Fideler. Competing
in the triple jump, Fideler leaped 1
40 feet eight and a quarter inches,
earning a second place finish.
The Lords will continue their
campaign this weekend with a
trip to Otterbein College for the
Otterbein Invitational.
SPORTS
as Kenyon did not score in the
last 6:03 of the game. The Ladies
offense outshot Whittier 37-2- 6.
Next, the Ladies faced the
University of Redlands. Bell led
the Ladies to their 6-- 2 halftime
lead with another hat trick, while
Huntoon managed to get two balls
past the Redlands keeper. Kenyon
junior goalkeeper Maggie Rosen
had a strong game, making ten saves
and holding Redlands to only four
goals.
The Ladies' first loss of the
season came to a very tough Clare-
mont team, that came out scoring.
The Ladies were able to make the
- - r
week. Kevin Guckes




For the Kenyon Ladies Track
team, spring break served as a time
to finish off the indoor season and get
ready to bring their game to the outdoor
track.
On March 6, the Ladies wrapped
up the official indoor season at the
NCAC Championships. The Ladies
finished ninth, earning 23 points, just
five behind eighth-plac- e Wooster. For
the Ladies, the meet was the sophomore
show, as sophomore pole vaulter Katy
Cameron and sophomore distance
runner Christina McNamara turned in
some of Kenyon's best performances.
Cameron finished third in the
pole vault, clearing a height of
9'6". First-ye- ar Phoebe Stone also
jumped, finishing in an eighth-plac- e
tie at 8'0" with five other vaulters
including fellow Kenyon first-ye- ar
Ellen Herbert. Cameron also put on
her sprinting shoes, turning in an
eighth place finish with 7.87.
McNamara ran in a pair of
races, finishing fourth in 1500, with
a time of 4:52.65. McNamara also
stretched herself in the 3,000, com-
ing in sixth at 10:47.30.
The Ladies kicked off the outdoor
season in an unusual manner, travel-
ing to North Carolina and competing
against Division I schools. On March
8-2- 0, a small number of Ladies com-
peted in the Charlotte 49er Classic
hosted by the University of North
Carolina In the unscored meet, which
served as a tuneup for the NCAC
schedule, the Ladies were again
fueled by their sophomore class.
game 3-- 2 after two quick goals by
Bell and sophomore Madeleine
Newcomb, but the Athenas came
back with six unanswered goals,
leaving the Ladies trailing by seven
at the half.
The Ladies were unable to
gain much ground during the sec-
ond half, and were outscored 8-- 3.
Bell and Newcomb ended the game
with two goals each and sophomore
Weronika Kowalczyk added one as
well. Rosen had another 10 saves in
the game making her total for the trip
27.
After some rest and practice,
the Ladies were ready to get started
with their season. Their successful
trip to California had given them
some confidence, but also showed
where they needed to improve.
A long bus trip did not seem to
faze these Ladies, however, as they
prepared to take on Notre Dame.
The game was intense from the
beginning. "The other team played
very aggressively in a dangerous
way, but we kept our composure,"
said senior Kate-Rob- in Shuart "We
didn't give up and let them drive over
us, nor did we play to their dangerous
level."
The Gators scored a quick
goal to take an early lead, but Bell
answered with two goals split up by
a goal from Huntoon.
Kenyon's run was interrupted as
class leads team into outdoor season
McNamara began the Ladies day
by taking 39th out of 70 runners in
the 800 meter dash.
She followed that performance
with a 17th-plac- e in the 1,500 meter
race. A trio of seniors also ran. Katie
Tully was the best of the three finish-
ing 59th with a time of 5:25.17. She
was followed by Laura Koss (64th,
5:27.62) and Heather Brauer (72nd,
6: 1 6.49). The efforts of these seniors
earned admiration from their team-
mates. Said Howe, "At UNC, Katie
Tully and Laura Koss showed some
real guts. It's not easy to run the first
race after an injured season but they
both ran their hearts out"
In the pole vault Cameron
turned in another impressive show-
ing, clearing the bar at 9'08", good
for 13th place. In the long jump,
sophomore Katie Walker hit a dis-
tance of 16' 10" earning her 19th
place. Junior Emily Roth also com-
peted registering a jump of 14'03"
and finishing 3 1 st Roth also ran the
1 00-met- er hurdles taking 42nd place
with a time of 18.14, Roth finished
just ahead of first-ye- ar Elizabeth
Howe, whose time of 21.19 was
good for 43rd. Howe described the
Ladies perspective on facing the stiff
competition in the meet "It takes a
determined team to destroy and con-
quer all the obstacles in their path,"
she said.
This past weekend the Ladies
returned to familiar ground, running
their first outdoor meet of the season
in Ohio, at the Wooster Invitational.
Kenyon took 10th with 28.5 points
in a meet dominated by Malone
College who took the meet with
Thursday, April 1, 2004
the Gators' Katelyn Scharnus added
her second, third and fourth goals of
the game in a four goal Gator run.
The game continued to seesaw
as the Ladies were able to gain the '
13-1- 2 advantage, off of a Bell goal
with 6:19 left in regulation. Unfor-
tunately, the Ladies could not hold
on to the lead, as Notre Dame's Jen
Leo scored with four minutes left to
tie it up.
Despite the Ladies' hard work,
overtime was not kind. The Ladies
were held scoreless in the extra pe-
riod while Notre Dame scored twice,
securing the victory.
Regardless of the loss, the La-
dies took a lot away from this game.
A strong defensive performance by
sophomore Caitlin Wells included
her first goal. Huntoon continued to
contribute, netting four goals in the
game.
Senior Anna Wholey reflected
on the game, saying, "The offense
and defense both worked really well
.
together and it was a definite im-
provement from the first three games
we played. ... If we keep working as
hard as we did on Saturday, we are
going to prove to be a big threat to
other teams in the conference."
This weekend will open up their
home schedule with a doubleheader,
taking on the University of Dallas on
Saturday and St Vincent College on
Sunday.
164 points.
A pair of Ladies' sophomore's
started off the meet well for the Ladies
as Esty took 10th with a time of 1350
in 100 meter dash, followed closely
by Cameron (12th 13.65). McNamara
became the first Lady to crack the top
ten when she finished ninth in the 800
at 2:26.90. Flonowski and Rotwein also
represented the Ladies, finishing 19th
and 22nd respectively.
Rand helped improve the Ladies'
team score by crossing the finish line
seventh in the 1,500 meter race. In the
5,000 race, Quinby became the high-
est Lady finisher to that by taking fifth,
stopping the clock at 20: 1734.
The field events provided some
of the highlights for the Ladies. Walker
won the long jump, outjumping her
closest competitor by a full 20 inches.
Her jump of 18'225" and earned an
NCAAprovisional qualifying distance.
Said Walker of her performance "my
jumping improved quite abit from the
previous week at North Carolina and I
was able to get some very solid jumps
in at Wooster."
Pole vaulter Cameron cleared
the bar at 9' 10". She finished second
only to Wooster's Jill Berner, who
set a stadium record at 10'4". Stone
also did well for the Ladies, finishing
seventh (J" 10'), while Herbert place
12that7'4".
Coming out of their first meet
of the season,the Ladies seemed
ready for the season. "The first out-
door meet was very exciting," said
Walker.
The Ladies look to show off
their skills next at the Otterbein
Invitational on Saturday.
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Ladies split doubleheader against Case Spartans
BY JAMES ROSENBLUM
Staff Reporter
Sometimes to win a game it
doesn't matter how hard you hit
the ball, it's where the ball bounces
that really counts. Little did anyone
down at the Softball complex on
Sunday know, but the squibbler off
the bat of left fielder Alison Diegel
'06 that traveled no more that a few
feet from home plate would be the
hit that decided the second game of
a doubleheader against Case Western
Reserve University.
In the first game of the double-heade- r.
Case's Jaclyn Rutherford
'05 and Kenyon's Ashley Morrison
'07 went toe to toe in a classic
pitcher's duel. In a game that had
to be decided by an extra-innin-g
tiebreaker, the Spartans touched
Morrison for three runs in the tenth,
and prevailed 3-- 0 as Rutherford
held down the Ladies final scoring
threat. The split of the two games
runs the Ladies record to 6-- 6 overall.
Prior to Sunday's doubleheader
with Case Western, the Ladies sat at
5-- 5 after being swept at the hands
of the Quakers of Wilmington Col-
lege earlier in the week, a game
in which the Ladies combined
for only six hits in both games.
Unlike the games at Wilming-
ton, scoring opportunities came early
and often for the Ladies. However,
the Ladies could not capitalize on any
of the threats in the early innings, as
Lords baseball splits season
Kenyon drops home opener 11-- 8 out
BY ADAM KOLLIN
Staff Reporter
It took two extra innings to
decide the outcome of the baseball
Lords' home opener against confer-
ence foe Allegheny at McCloskey
Field Saturday. Ultimately, the vis-
iting Gators' offense proved to be
too much as they took the opener
11-- 8. However, the Lords bounced
back with a win in the second game
of the doubleheader, and went on
split a weekend-lon- g season series
2-- 2 with Allegheny as they pushed
their season record to 9-1- 0.
The story of the home opener for
the Lords was the offense's refusal to
roll over. In the fourth inning Kenyon
trailed 4-- 0, but that's when the bats
came alive. As Matt Marcinczyk '06
walked, senior Greg Carr singled and
senior Trey Blair chased both home
with a double, the Lords batsmen
began a hit parade that would result
in 41 hits and 33 runs over the four-ga- me
series.
In the seventh and eighth in-
nings, the Lords erased Allegheny
leads to force an extra frame. In the
eighth, the Lords, trailing 7-- 4, took
advantage of several Allegheny mis-cu- es
as a pair of errors and a walk
loaded the bases. Freshman Brendan
Holsberry made the Gators pay with
a double that scored two runs, and
two batters later, Carr followed with
the tying RBI the hard way; he took a
hanging curveball in the helmet with
the bases loaded. By the ninth inning,
The Ladies are working their way into
the game remained scoreless. After
playing seven innings, with neither
team being able to break through, the
two teams played two extra innings.
Neither Rutherford nor Morrison
was going to give in, and after nine
full innings there was still no score.
This forced the teams into an
extra-innin- g tiebreaker scenario, in
which both teams are automatically
given a runner at second base to
start their inning. With Case getting
however, the assault of Allegheny's
offense became too much, as it
scored four runs, including a three
run homer. Kenyon's batters still
refused to go quietly, as sophomore
Zack Burns the offensive leader of
the weekend ended up with six hits
in his twelve at-ba- ts, including three
two-bagge-rs.
Freshman Carlin Shoemaker
doubled back-to-ba- ck for one final
run. It was too little too late, though,
and the Lords fell by three runs.
The game was close all along
not just because of the offense, but
also due largely to some solid de-
fensive contributions. Sophomore
catcher Tyler Kavanaugh dug out
would-b- e wild pitches all afternoon,
andjunior third baseman Nick Suss-ma- n
made a number of tough plays
in on the grass at the hot corner. Both
were impressive at the plate as well,
as the two combined for 14 hits and
11 runs.
Although he came away
from the game without a decision,
Kenyon's starter Adam Selhorst had
a solid outing. He surrendered seven
hits and six earned runs in seven-plu- s
innings, but two of those runs came
with two outs in the fourth inning
on a mix-u- p in short right field
where a miscommunication among
right-field- er Blair, second baseman
Shoemaker, and first baseman Brad
Reynolds '07 allowed the easy pop
to result in a pair of Allegheny
scores.







the first opportunity, they took full
advantage, as third baseman Eliza-
beth Sherman '05 slapped a ball just
out of the reach of shorstop Megan
Sheasby '06 to plate Cassie Casden
'07 and a 1- -0 Spartan lead. The lead
would grow to 2-- 0 when shortstop
Leah Shook '07 slammed a pitch into
the gap plating Sherman. On the throw
to third, third baseman Olivia Tucci
'06 mishandled the ball, and the error
rebounds in second game for a 10-- 9 come
day's doubleheader the Lords trailed
by a run entering the seventh inning,
but managed to do what they couldn't
do earlier in the afternoon, scoring
two runs to go ahead and take the
victory 10-- 9 as Marcinczyk and Carr
again reached base and were driven
home on another double by Blair.
This weekend has not been the first
evidence of the offense's never-give-- up
attitude. "Our tearn has battled back
from deficits all year long, so I wasn't
surprised," coach Matt Burdette said of
the offense's valiant comeback efforts.
"But to do it to against a quality team
like Allegheny says a lot about the type
of players we have."
Starting on the mound in game
two was senior Chris Lynn, who is in
the midst of an incredible stretch over
the past two weeks. Corning off a pair
of dazzling complete game efforts ver-
sus Franklin & Marshall College and
Transylvania University, in which he al-
lowed a total ofjust two runs on six hits
and three walks over 14 innings, while
recording 18 strikeouts. His contribu-
tion in those two games resulted not just
in a pair ofKenyon victories, but also in
Pitcher of the Week honors from both
the North Coast Athletic Conference
and the National Collegiate Baseball
Writers Association.
Though Lynn struggled Saturday
afternoon, he came back for yet another
start on Sunday, in game two of the
weekend's second doubleheader with
Allegheny. Although the Lords suffered
a 15-- 6 loss in Game 1, Lynn brought
them a victory in the nightcap. He went
allowed Shook to score the game's
third run. Despite starting with first
baseman Kate Zdrojcski '07 on sec-
ond base, the Ladies were unable to
manufacture a run against Rutherford.
She completed the 10-inni- ng, seven hit
shutout, and Case won game one 3-- 0.
Game two of the double dip start-
ed with a different feel as the Ladies
opened the scoring early on Rutherford
with a run on three hits in inning one.
Sheasby's opposite field single plated
Dana Halicki '05 and the Ladies
took an early 1- -0 lead The Spartans
struggled early against Eisner, who
was mixing her pitches well and in-
ducing several weak groundouts and
flailing swings from Spartan hitters.
Case drew even in the top of
the fourth as Shook came through
once again. Her double plated Cas-
den once again and tied the score
1 -- 1
, and the Spartans climbed back
into the ballgame. All day long, the
Ladies had runners on base versus
Rutherford but the Ladies could
not capitalize on their chances.
She continued to frustrate the
Ladies in the second game as she
stranded five of Kenyon runners
on base in the first three innings.
In the bottom of the fifth, the
Ladies had the bases loaded for the
second time in the game. Brobst led
off the inning with a single and ad-
vanced to second when Rutherford
came too far inside with a pitch to
center fielder Jenny Glaeser, and
hit her on the wrist. After a walk
series with Gators
the distance, giving up just 3 runs on 6
hits as the Lords' offense jumped all
over the Allegheny pitchers for an 1 1 -- 3
win. The victory for the senior hurler
brought his record to. a perfect 5-- 0.
Lynn's effort is especially impressive
as he had thrown six and twcKhirds
Saturday afternoon before Hamilton
stepped in to record the final out
Burdette knows the staff has
something special in Lynn. "Chris
Lynn has been everything and more
this season," Burdette said. "He has
asked for the baseball on short rest,
which is key due to the fact that we are
not blessed with a tremendous amount
to catcher Sara Schoenhoft '07, the
stage was set for Diegel. In one of
the more bizarre plays of the early
season, Diegel slapped a weak drib-
bler a couple feet from the plate.
Rutherford and catcher Sydney
Lisy '07 had difficulty fielding the
ball for a split second, and it worked
beautifully for the Ladies as the ball
and the sliding Brobst reached
home plate within a split second
of each other. Brobst was ruled
safe and the Ladies took a 2-- 1 lead.
The Ladies never trailed after-
ward, as they added some insurance
in the sixth courtesy of the bottom
of the order. With relief pitcher
Courtney Geib '07 in the game,
designated hitter Audrey Eisen-ber- g
'07 spoiled her debut. The
light-hittin- g Eisenberg showed
some power as she tattooed a Geib
fastball over the head of Case left
fielder Adrienne Andrews '04 for a
lead-o- ff double. After Halicki sent
her to third on a deep sacrifice fly,
Eisenberg came home on a Geib
wild witch to make the score 3-- 1.
With conference play starting
this week, the Ladies begin a string
of three crucial weeks in which
they can prove they belong in the
top jialf of the NCAC. After week-
day doubleheaders at Hiram,and at
home against Marietta, the Ladies
continue their week with a double-head- er
at OAC foe Baldwin Wal-
lace. Game one versus the Yellow
Jackets begins in Berea at 1 p.m.
-jrom -behmd -mn
of pitching depth."
The Lords travel to Oberlin this
weekend for a pair of doubleheaders
against the Yeomen, another confer-
ence opponent. With their success
against Allegheny, the team will look
to cany the momentum on the road
with them 'To split a series with a tra-
ditionally nationally ranked opponent is
an outstanding accomplishment," Bur-
dette said. "Allegheny was a preseason
number two pick in the NCAC, and to
go toe to toe with them is a great start-
ing point in the league for us. Now the
tricky part is to do that each and every
time we play."
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Adam Selhorst '04 got the no-decisi- on in a Lords' 1 1- -8 loss.
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What underdog? Ladies 2004 NCAA Champs
OzolinaandNCAADiv.IIlSmnvmroftlie Year Galloway avenge bsstoNCACfoeDenisonatnatbndchanipwnship
BY TAMAR CHALKER
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon College Ladies
took to the pool with a vengeance
over spring break. After finish-
ing second in the NCAC meet,
the Ladies found themselves as
underdogs in a meet they have
dominated for 20 years; however,
they were up for the challenge.
"Going into the meet we ex-
pected to be the underdogs, so
we tried to pump ourselves up
and understand that we needed to
be great, and whatever the point
outcome was, we would still be
able to hang our heads high and
know that we were true Ladies
until the end," said senior Beth
Galloway.
The Ladies were able to
come out with their heads held
high when, despite only having
14 swimmers on the roster, as
opposed to the full roster of 18,
the Ladies were able to capture
their 20th national champion-
ship comfortably, scoring 507
points.
Emory University came.in a
distant second 145 points behind
the Ladies, while Denison Uni-
versity, who had upset the Ladies
in the NCAC meet, finished third
with 335 points.
The Ladies started the meet
showing their determination.
After the first-da- y victories
from relay teams, senior Agnese
Ozolina and Galloway gave the
Ladies the 177-1- 07 edge over
Swimming:
CONTINUED from page one
team in the history of the sporting
world has been able to accomplish
... all from this little college, in this
little town, in central Ohio."
Throughout the evening,
the speeches given by alumni at-
tempted to unravel the secret behind
Kenyon's consistent success at the
national level.
"I always wondered what the
cost of being great was," said As-
sociate Professor of English Timothy
Shutt, who has been announcing Ke-
nyon swimming and the Division III
nationals for 18 years. "Basically it
costs every waking hour, all of
your thoughts, everything you have
to give, and more than you know you
can give. How does it cost nothing?
There is a kind of celebratory joy in
doing the thing itself that, once you
are totally engaged to it, however
much you may have to discipline
yourself to get yourself to the point
of doing it, it is a sheer joy."
For Head Coach Jim Steen, the
cost of winning 25 championships
is that he must repudiate them all.
He often exemplifies his frame of
mind that is the foundation of his
success,
"I don't care about the streak,"
said Steen. "I've said it a million
times: We're over-streaked- !"
He elaborated on this comment
"
... .
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www.kenyon.edu, ,The Ladies celebrate their 20th national championship.
Emory.
The next day saw the Ladies
capitalize on their lead. The re-
lay teams, Ozolina and Galloway
continued to dominate, aided by
freshman Jessica Connors secon-
d-place finish in the 100-yar- d
breaststroke.
Heading into the final day
of competition, the Ladies had
secured a 348-24- 3 lead over
Emory. Senior Hillary Strong
started the day off right, win-
ning the 1,650-yar- d freestyle by
exactly five seconds, and at the
end of the day the Ladies were
standing on the winners platform
with another national title.
Humility, individual attention among keys to success
in a film by Craig Hummer '87.
"What really is important is separat-
ing yourself at some level from what
has gone on before you," he said in
the film. "Certainly we're proud of
what's taken place, but there's some
point when you have to give up the
past and gain the present."
At the alumni banquet, Steen
looked back on his earlier years
with Kenyon when he went to the
1979 national meet. He said he was
overconfident about winning the
meet, and he said that attitude was
partly accountable for his team's loss
to Johns Hopkins. After the loss, he
shifted his mentality.
"You have to start from a
humble position," said Steen.
"We're not going to try to add to the'
streak. Sure it's on our minds, but
what we're going to try to do is be
successful." Kenyon has won every
Division UJ national meet since.
Steen also works hard to bring
great swimmers to Kenyon by con-
tacting approximately 1,100 recruits
per year. He also focuses on coach-
ing swimmers' individually.
"Steen prepares us to per-
form on an individual level," said
senior Marc Courtney-Brook- s, who
was named the NCAA Swimmer of
the Year for the third year in a row.
"Individual success then leads to
success on the team level."
As usual, the Ladies were
able to turn in a multitude of
outstanding performances. They
won 10 of the 20 events, includ-
ing all five relays for the second
year in a row.
Seniors Beth Galloway and
Agnese Ozolina finished their
careers with a bang as they each
won six of their seven events.
Galloway walked away from
the meet with a new record in
the 100-yar- d backstroke, break-
ing her previous record by just
.13 seconds.
The one event that Gallo-
way did not win was as exciting
as well, as she finished second
Lords capture 11 of20 events in meet
Over the course of the three-da- y "Every'"E time we swim we go2,0 for a time of 6:38.87); their time was good
Division III national championship
meet Kenyon won 1 1 of20 total events.
Five of those wins were in relay races.
The closest that any opponent
came to Kenyon's lead was when
Emory trailed behind by 60 points af-
ter the first day of the meet By tlie end
of the second day, Kenyon extended its
lead, and Kenyon finished 232.5 points
ahead of Emory.
Thursday, March 18
Sophomore Andrejs Duda, sopho-
more James Berger, junior Thomas
Ashby and junior Leandro Monteiro
started the meet off strongly by finishing
first in the 200-yar- d freestyle relay (1:
21.76). Junior Elliot Rushton won the
500-yar- d freestyle event with a time
of 4:24.57. Marc Courtney-Brook- s
recorded his first win at the meet by
swimming the 200-yar- d individual
medley in 1 :47.72. Duda placed sec-
ond in the 2(X)-ya- rd individual medley
relay ( 1 :48.85), and junior Russell Hunt
placed fourth in the event ( 1 :5 1 .42). In
the 400 medley relay, Hunt, freshman
Davis Zarins, Duda and Courtney-Brook- s
set a new NCAA record by
earning a time of 3: 16.70, which broke
the Kenyon record set last year at na-
tionals by .07 seconds.
to Connecticut College junior
Kate Kovenach by .01 seconds.
She ended her career with the
maximum 28 Ail-Americ- an
awards and a total of 1 8 national
titles. She also earned this year's
NCAA Division III Swimmer of
the Year honors.
Ozolina's only loss in the
meet came at the hands of her
teammate Galloway in the 100-yar- d
freestyle, where the two
were closely matched swim-
ming 50.72 and 50.86. After
coming in second in the 200-yar- d
freestyle the past couple
years, Ozolina was finally able
to claim that title as she swam it
fast time," said Duda "If we think we
can beat the record in a certain event
we swim our brains off to beat it"
The Lords earned 209 points on
Thursday, taking a 149-poi- nt lead.
Friday, March 19
Hunt, Zarins, Duda and Courtney-Brook- s
proved to be unstoppable again
by winning the 200-yar- d medley relay
(1:29.02). Rushton earned third place
in the 400 individual medley relay (3:
56.26). Teammates Duda and Courtney--
Brooks then battled for a first-pla- ce
finish in the 100-yar- d butterfly; Duda
prevailed by beating Courtney-Brook- s
by one one-hundred- th ofa second with
a time of 48.07. Hunt finished fourth
(48.84) and Ashby came in fifth
(49.66). Joseph Gosselar finished third
in the 1 00-ya- rd breaststroke event with
a time of 56.27. Davis Zarins didn't
have a fast enough time in the prelim
to place in the topeight, he finished first
in the consolation final with a time of
55.92. In the 100-ya- rd backstroke.
I lunt placed second (49.54) and junior
Monteiro placed third (49.66). In the
8(X)-yar- d freestyle relay, Courtney-Brook- s,
Rushton, David Dehart and
Monteiro came within three seconds
of breaking the NCAA record with a
in 1:50.05.
Ozolina also had a record-breakin- g
day in the 800-yar- d
freestyle relay. Along with
freshman Rebecca Allison,
sophomore Rachel Smith and
senior Hillary Strong the La-
dies beat Denison's old record
of 7:33.59 with their time of 7:
33.38. Strong also captured the
1 650-yar- d freestyle swimming it
in 16:57.29. She was joined by
Connors, junior Emmie Dengler
and sophomore Marissa Stearns
as two title winners at Nation-- .
als.
Junior Meilyn Chan had a
successful day as well, earning
three titles.
The Ladies shorthanded
success once again proved
their heart and dedication
to being the best. Despite a
smaller roster and a surprising
defeat in the NCAC champion-
ship, Kenyon College's swim-
mers showed that they could
take on any kind of challenge
and come up victorious.
One does not need to look
further than their relay success
the past couple years to rec-
ognize the teamwork that has
gone into this triumph.
"The relays were the most
amazing part of the whole meet
... and proved that together
we are stronger than any other
team in our Division, whether
we put together a full roster,
or only bring 14," said
enough for first place. After Friday's
events, the Lords stood in front with
482.5 points.
Saturday, IN larch 20
Rushton 's second win over the
course of the entire meet came in the
1,650-yar- d freestyle, when he set a
new meet record of 15:25.73. Mon-
teiro placed second in the 200-yar- d
backstroke (1:48.48). Afterwards,
Courtney-Brooks'- s performance
in the 100-yar- d freestyle was fast
enough to earn him another first place
finish (44.23). Ashby finished second
(45.77). The speedy freshman Gosse-
lar earned second place in the 200-yar- d
breaststroke (2:0 1 .93). Duda earned his
sixth win in the meet in the 200-yar- d
butterfly (1 :47.32). The Lords finished
the last meet of the race with finesse as
Duda, Hunt, Monteiro and Courtney-Brook- s
won the 400-yar- d freestyle re-
lay in 2:58. 1 3. Courtney-Brooks- 's time
of 42.99 was the fastest ever recorded
in Division III.
"I am very happy about the way
we swam," said Courtney-Brook- s,
who has collected tlie maximum 28
all-Amer- ica Awards. "It was a nice
way to end my career."
Jon Pratt
